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VILLAGE OF EAST HAMPTON BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
VIDEO CONFERENCE MEETING HELD ON 
APRIL 16, 2021 MEETING, AT 11:00 A.M. 

Pursuant to the Laws of the State of New York, meeting was held virtually due to the COV/019 Pandemic. Meeting was 
held via video conference on line and published by Local T\I, Inc. (Channel 20/22 LTV - public access) Call in was available. 

Present: Jerry Larsen, Mayor 
Chris Minardi, Deputy Mayor/Trustee 
Arthur Graham, Trustee 
Trustee Rosemary Brown, Trustee 
Sandra Melendez, Trustee 
Marcos Baladr6n, Administrator 
Elizabeth Baldwin, Attorney 
Vincent Messina, Attorney 
David Collins, Superintendent of Public Works 
Billy Hajek, Planner 
Michael Tracey, Police Chief 
Gerard Turza, Fire Chief 
Ken Collum, Fire Prevention 
Tom Preiato, Building Inspector 
Hugh King, Historic Site Manager 
Police Officers Armann Gretarsson and John Clark 
Kathryn Eiseman, Tom Lembo and John Donovan of Nelson Pope 
Jody Gambino, LTV Moderator 
June Lester, Deputy Clerk/Administrative Assistant 

J. Gambino/LTV: We are Live. 

Mayor Larsen: Morning and welcome to East Hampton Village Board Meeting. Today's date is April 16th, 
2021. If you could stand for the Pledge of Allegiance, Jerry? 

Pledge of Allegiance 

Chief Turza: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the republic for which it 
stands. One nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. 

Mayor Larsen: Thank you, Jerry. All right. So, a couple of announcements first. Village Hall will open to the 
public on May 1st at 9:00 a.m. Billy, could you fill us in about the town pond and the good news? 

Town Pond Project 

B. Hajek: Sure. Good morning, Mr. Mayor, Trustees. So, the Town Pond Project was awarded $672,000 for 
completion of Phase Two, and that money is coming from the Water Quality Fund out of the Town's 
Community Preservation Fund. So, it's a great victory for the Village and it's really good supporting issue for 
water quality improvements. The project is moving along really well. We had a really good run of dry weather 
leading up till yesterday, unfortunately. The contractor's making really good progress, as of April 1st, they 
removed 3,625 cubic yards of material from the pond. The weather was really cooperative. They didn't work 
yesterday and today. When they get restarted they're going to have to de-water again and get back into 
digging. But, it's moving along really well. It's really nice that everybody identified the water quality 
improvement here and we received the funding, full funding. So, it's terrific. 

Mayor Larsen: That's great news. Thanks, Billy. Thanks to the CPF Committee and thanks to the Town Board 
for approving that grant. It's a huge amount of money. I think the total is, that they've given us for this 
important project, not only for Town Pond, but for Hook Pond, and I think it's a total of $867,000 which won't 
have to come out of the village tax payer's money. Originally the plan was to set up a bond for that, but now 
with the grants we don't have to do that. So that's really good news, and thanks for your hard work on that, 
Billy. 

B. Hajek: Yes. Great. Thank you . And it was a really good team effort. Jen Mesiano was really great. Drew 
Bennett's been terrific. Marcos was really helpful and Dave Collins and the contractor's been really cooperative 
so even with the little break we've had concerning the turtles, he's been really, really responsive and 
cooperative so it's been a really good team effort. 
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Belgian Block Tree Enclosures 

Mayor Larsen: Terrific. Thanks. Dave, could you give us an update on our Belgian Block Project? 

D. Collins: Yes. Morning Mayor, ladies and gentlemen. I believe that to date we have about five boxes 
completed and the masons are working on number six and it's coming along very well. We've gotten organized 
over the last two weeks and got a plan. We'll be working four days a week, Monday through Thursday so the 
public's aware that we'll be cleaned up and out of the way on Friday's and, it's looking great and I really 
appreciate the support of the Board and the public's been fantastic. We're getting a lot of good comments and 
everybody seems to be happy. So, great idea and happy to be part of it. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks, Dave. Just so the public's aware that it's the tree surrounds on Main Street and New 
Town. They were originally made of railroad ties, which were very old and so we had to make a decision 
whether we were going to replace the railroad ties or we're going to go with something different and we 
decided to go with the Belgian Block. We met with the LVIS Tree Committee and they approved that. We're 
really happy to get this going and hopefully it'll look really nice for the summer. Marcos, can you fill us in 
about the Wi-Fi? I went up there, it seems to be working really well. 

Wi-Fi at the Beaches 

M. Baladr6n: They've had completed Main Beach and Georgica . They've got the live cam working at the Main 
Beach location. When I was there, the Wi-Fi was strong. The signal was great. No branding, it was terrific. It 
was great. 

Mayor Larsen: Great. Thanks Marcos. Thanks for getting that done. 

Trustee Brown: Jerry, I just think it's such a great idea. We had Wi-Fi at Main Beach and Georgica. Saunders 
came along and offered to boost the system and pay for all the equipment and the service there, and the other 
beaches - it's going to be a great amenity. I agree and it'll be great as far as public safety, so, we're all really 
happy about that as well. 

Mayor Larsen: Great. Another good job by Marcos - secured us a $50,000 cybersecurity grant. Thanks 
Marcos. You want to tell us a little bit about that? 

M. Baladr6n: I can unmute myself. I was actually going to talk to Tony Long about that. I think he's got ideas 
for the infrastructure as, because it is cybersecurity. I want to talk to him about that first. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. All right. Well, good job. Thank you. Now we're going to switch to Hugh to tell us about 
the Home Sweet Home opening on May 1st and what our new protocols should be. 

Hugh King, Historic Site Manager & Village Historian 

H. King: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Mayor. Home Sweet Home is ready to be opened. We've cleaned everything 
in the building. Jonda Stilwell was taking home the curtains and washed them and ironed them . We've 
cleaned every piece of artifact that's on the floor. The only areas need to be done are the storage areas and 
the attic but that could be done later. We open on May 1st. We could still have people have masks on when 
they come in. We could have four at a time, at the most. You could keep six feet apart in the museum. The 
docents can take the people into the room and they can be apart enough to be safe and we still can keep 
people from going upstairs, if you think that's appropriate, or not because they still have to be touching things 
but do we care about that? That's what I need to know from the Board. We can't be cleaning Home Sweet 
Home with cleaning material. But we're ready. We're ready to open May 1st every day, if that's what the 
board thinks. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. All right. Great. 

H. King: All right. Now can we put off the windmills, then to talk about them in June? 

Mayor Larsen: Yes, that's fine. 

H. King: Okay. Good. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks, Hugh. All right. Now we're going to go into presentations and Hugh, you're up again. 

H. King: Oh. Okay. Well, remember the coastguard station has been the focus? 

Mayor Larsen: Yes. 
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H. King: I've asked some questions about the coastguard station and we're going to start with Trustee 
Melendez. The original ... She's here, she with us? 

Mayor Larsen: She's here. 

Trustee Melendez: Yes. I completely forgot. 

H. King: Oh, all right. 

Trustee Melendez: I didn't do my homework, Hugh. 

H. King: That's okay. All right, you've got plenty to do. Well, the original acreage of the purchase was 3.94 
acres and that's true . That's how much the village bought when they bought the Georgica Station area. 3.94 
acres. Now the other question for Trustee Graham was the coastguard building was sold in 1969 for $1,011. 

Trustee Brown: I think that was my question. 

H. King: Oh, that was your-

Trustee Graham: No, that was my question, Trustee Brown. 

Trustee Brown: Oh, I'm sorry. 

Trustee Graham: I am aware that the village bought the property from the General Services Administration in 
1957, not 1969. I was unable to find out what the village pa id for it back then and I didn't think it was fair for 
me to call Bob Hefner and ask him so. 

Trustee Brown: Well, I thought that was my question tiger so I might be able to help you. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. 

Trustee Brown: So, I believe the village acquired the Georgica Coastguard Station and the acreage, for 
$12,910. Is that correct, Hugh? In 1957, Steve Marley was the mayor at the time? 

H. King: Okay, I'm back. Now who's ... All right. Well, I thought Trustee Brown's question was the purchase. 
How much did the village pay? 

Trustee Brown: Yes, and you had asked me, "True or false, $25,210," and I researched it and I believe the 
village acquired the coastguard station and the acreage for $12,910. 

H. King: That's correct. That statement was an April Fool's wrong. The original, they sold it for $1,011. 

Trustee Graham: Now was that, Hugh, was that when they sold the house off the property? 

H. King: Yes, that's it. The house that was on the property, yes. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. Because I know that they did remove the house to elsewhere in the village. 

H. King: Yes, I think it's someplace up in that Lily Pond, West End, Aquebogue area? 

Trustee Graham: I don't know that. I was not able to find that out either. And that would also the cheating to 
call Bob Hefner on that so .. . 

H. King: It's only cheating if you get caught, tiger. 

ChiefTurza: Where was the house? 

H. King: Yes. Thank you. I was just going to say that. When you go up there and you drive around in front of 
the two garages, that whole circle area, that's where that building was. 

Trustee Graham: In the circle? 

H. King: And it wasn 't, and the person who bought it, had to remove it and then level the land to where it 
looks like now. Then they had to remove the house. Okay? Okay. 

H. King: The coastguard discontinued using the building after World War Two. Is that true or false? 
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Chief Turza: I think it's true, Hugh. 

H. King: You're right. It is true. All right. And then the one that wasn't, this is actually true, I can't believe it. In 
1932, a Coast Guard Captain was sentenced to one year in prison and that's true. Walter Loper was arrested by 
the authorities for unspecified reasons and sent to jail for a year after working at the Coast Guard Station. We 
think it had something to do with prohibition. I think that he was stealing with the bootleggers and that's why 
he was put in jail. All right . One more, one more statement then I'll leave you. Guess which group of people 
did not want the village to buy that Coast Guard Station in 1957? Anybody? The people who lived on Lily Pond 
Lane and West End Avenue and Aquebogue didn't, they were not interested in the village putting a beach 
down there because it was going to be more traffic. Okay, that's it. Thanks for your consideration. 

Chief Turza: Thank you, Hugh. 

Nelson Pope - Commercial District Presentation 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks, Hugh. All right. Next up is Nelson Pope? You have a presentation about our business 
district that was, they were contracted to do last year? Are they on? 

Ms. Eiseman: Yes. 

Mr. Lembo: We are. 

Mayor Larsen: All right. Hey. Welcome. 

Mr. Lembo: Morning. I'm Tom Lembo from Nelson and Pope. I'm the partner in charge of the sanitary 
department. John Donovan is the senior associate officer with me and then Kathy Eiseman, who you probably 
all know better than John and I, is part of Nelson Pope Voorhis - so Kathy will kick off our short presentation 
for you and then we're here for questions afterwards. 

Ms. Eiseman: Okay, I'm beginning. Okay, can you all see my screen? 

Mayor Larsen: Yes. 

Ms. Eiseman: Oh, great. Okay. All right. So, Tom already introduced us. I'm Kathy Eiseman. I'm a partner at 
Nelson Pope Voorhis. I'm a planner and I am going to first introduce the main components of the study. Sewer 
feasibility, housing options assessment and then synthesis of all of the analysis that was done. The original 
goals of this study were to improve water quality through treatment of waste water generated by the 
commercial uses in the village center and to increase year-round vibrancy, which was seen as getting 
additional commercial uses, as well as apartments year-round, residency in the downtown and in the 
commercial areas, eyes on the street. You know, keeping the lights on, after the peak season at night. And all 
of that requires waste water treatment. As part of that, we evaluated the obstacles of developing housing 
options in the commercial areas and that included the Suffolk County Sanitary Code and related wastewater 
treatment requirements, the Village Code. Physical constraints meaning what's there now and what might be 
redeveloped or reused, a better term . Also, availability of parking because if there's a desire on the village's 
part to bring in additional housing units in the Downtown and in the commercial districts then some measures 
have to be put into place to allow for overnight parking and, so we did some parking utilization study, as study 
and we have some recommendations if the village wants to move forward in that direction. We had looked at 
three areas where we might bring in new housing options. There are were many apartment units that had 
been lost over the years to office space in the upper story's and some of the second story two story buildings. 
We also looked at the possibility of constructing an additional floor on one-story buildings or redeveloping as a 
two-story building with apartments. In general, we consider to be one of the unlikely options in general. Then 
we also looked at redevelopment of under-utilized land in the Gingerbread and Railroad areas, which I have a 
map of at the end of the presentation if we want to look at it. But again, this would be more town homes or 
stacked units, that are built, and in those cases they would actually have their own on-site parking. This is an 
example of a property that contained upper-story apartments in the pasts and no longer does. To convert it to 
an apartment at this point would require sewage treatment and also (inaudible) . We have other two story
buildings. Now, we did kind of a mile-high look. We don't know what the individual constraints are on the 
individual properties but we did an overall inventory to look at all of the buildings that have two story's and 
could possibly be converted to residential use. These are the sites that we saw as potentially under-utilized 
that might be redeveloped in the future with residential use. And from that, we did again, sky high - looking at 
this from what the maximum number of units could be if all of these were re-developed and then from there, 
applying a waiting factor based on the presumed likelihood and, you know, these are not perfect numbers. 
However, if something was previously residential and was converted to an office, the likelihood would be 
higher. So, we used a 60% in that case. At the end of the day, we looked at 89 units as a possibility and we 
analyzed that for the sewer capacity and for parking. Really, more likely, the number would be more like 40 
and so that is something. You know, it's not an exact number of course. It depends on a lot of factors and if the 
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village wants to go in that direction, we can figure out how to make that happen. I'm going to let Tom take it 
away on the sewer feasibility. 

Mr. Lembo: So, our initial look was for the downtown specifically and what would be required to implement 
the additional housing units as well as what's existing in the downtown area at this point in time and we were 
able to arrive at a concept of using an Appendix A that I have ... If, stop me if you don't understand that phrase. 
An Appendix A system for the downtown area now that health department has increased their capacity to 
30,000 gallons a day. It would accommodate the existing uses that are there now with some expansion as 
well as accommodate approximately 10,000 gallons per day of additional flow rate that can be added to the 
downtown area. That captured the 40 units that Kathy had alluded to in her portion of the presentation. So, 
we were able to accommodate that. As part of our alternate tests, we booked that location for the sewage 
treatment facility. We ended up with seven different locations being evaluated with only two being available 
based on a few issues as it relayed into private ownership, as it relayed into whether it was Town-controlled or 
Village-controlled, and also the location of the facilities as well. We went as far as East Hampton Town Airport 
for a siting for that sewage treatment plant. Obviously, we eliminated it because of the cost but, you know, we 
did a comprehensive look at siting for the sewage treatment. The graphic you see in front of you right now, 
arrives at PHASE I-A, which was just highlighted, and is the immediate downtown. PHASE 1-B, which is just to 
the west but it's still considered a portion of the downtown. PHASE II, which is the industrial area just to the 
east, west side of the property and then a comprehensive look at the sewer, at that sewer in the entire village 
for the purposes of considering what the net environmental benefit would be. Kathy, do you have that table? 

Ms. Eiseman: Yes, I do. So it really is the entire, just to clarify, it's really the eastern portion of the village. 
The entire village. There's more to the west and ... 

Mr. Lembo: Right. 

Ms. Eiseman: Just, just to clarify. 

Mr. Lembo: So, this table is po- the key to the entire analysis that we perform and as you can see as part of 
the table, and I'll try to summarize as briefly as possible, if you look at the third column over, it says, "ADF per 
total land area." So, this is what's considered the average daily flow for the land area in each of the previous 
phases that I've outlined. Okay? And as you can see, PHASE I-A and PHASE 1-B currently exceed health 
department density, okay? So that's where you would receive the net environmental benefit. The most value 
for your net environmental benefit there by in- incorporating sewage treatment in those two areas. PHASE II 
and PHASE Ill are obviously under Suffolk County's current health department density. But we did look at it to 
see what we could do with the specific purpose of saying, "Hey, we know we have Hook on which could be 
potentially a ground water protection issue and also we need to revitalize the downtown," and that's pretty 
apparent that you're over density in those two areas and those two areas need to be addressed first, is the 
best way to say it, because you will, are severely limited by that, those flow rates there. Again, as part of the 
presentation, we know you guys going to have a lot of questions. The key component, PHASE I-A, you know, 
you're almost one and a half times current health department density. Actually, you are exactly one and a half 
times health department density. In order to achieve that though. Hey, Kath, can you switch slides please? 

Ms. Eiseman: This one? 

Mr. Lembo: Yes, please. You know, we looked at several different ways to accommodate sewage. One of 
them being, again, an Appendix A facility, for the immediate downtown area as described in bullet one. The 
second was to do a full-scale sewage treatment plant that accommodated all of the easterly properties as well 
as PHASE I-A, 1-B and II. Then as a third alternative, we also investigated doing an Appendix A facility for the 
downtown and innovative alternative systems for that area that's to the east of the downtown. So that's part 
of the bigger overall look that we took with this intention. Other municipalities have created what are called 
special ground water protection districts, which would allow the municipality, and in this case you guys - the 
village, to apply a charge to all of the properties in the village to assist in paying for the sewage treatment 
plant, and again, what this does is it vastly decreases the cost per property on the parcels. Kath, could you go 
to the next slide that's the cost? Okay. So, just to qualify, this cost was in not in a finished form as of yesterday 
and there is actually one error in representation where total cost in 2020 dollars is actually 2021 dollars and 
the total cost in 2020, 2026 dollars. John is that the 2021, 2021 dollars? Is that correct? 

Mr. Donovan: Correct. The bottom line 2026 dollars is actually 2021 dollars. 

Mr. Lembo: So, what I'd like John to now do is just discuss the options that you guys have as it relates to that 
and just go into it at a high level, what it would mean for the district in order to form a district and then he's 
also going to talk about the EFC funding. 

Mr. Donovan: Okay. Just to clarify this chart we're looking at. The bottom line, if it was 2026 dollars, option 
one would be 15.5, two would be 18.4 and option three would be 46.8. Now, you know, most sewer projects 
need some sort of funding to make them feasible but even sometimes with the funding, it's still not feasible. 
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The costs are higher. One of the common funding revenue streams is EFC funding and their funding, though, 
they only give 25% grant for the project and then 75% low interest loan. The low interest loan is like 2%, 
around 2% and fluctuates per year but it's over 30 years. If the sewer cost per average house is, and this is not 
a wild number, it's a real number. Usually, it's like $3,000 per home, per year for the service. So even if you got 
a 25% grant, you're only bringing it down to $2,200, $2,250 over you have to pay, with under a 2% loan over 30 
years. So even that is like, "Wow," you know, that's $3,022, it's still too high. But like Tom mentioned earlier 
in the presentation. If we can spread these costs out of a special sewer- ground water protection district to the 
whole village because and justification. People say, "Well why am I paying for sewers when I'm not getting it?" 
Well, you're paying to protect the ground water because that's what sewers do and that helps the village and 
helps everybody in the area. So, and again, Brookhaven Town did this for East Patchogue when they 
extended sewers from the Village of Patchogue into East Patchogue, they spread that cost over the whole 
town, and being Brookhaven's a big town, the cost was only, I think less than $10 per year, that's not going to 
be the case here. It's going to be a little higher because you're a smaller village but we did do some rough 
estimates and if the cost were spread out over the whole village, option one would be like $120 per year for 
everybody to pay for the debt service. Again, there's O&M cost that just the people connected would have to 
pay and that would have to be added on to that number. So that, that's pretty much a summary of the cost 
and options you have of trying to make this, you know, cost feasible. 

Mr. Lembo: We are, you know, at your mercy as it stipulates to questions and we appreciate the time that 
you've spent with us this morning. You know, we know it's a lot to absorb in a small 15-minute presentation 
but we're here for any questions that the mayor or that any of the trustees or anybody has at this time. 

Trustee Graham: Yes, I have a couple of questions, Tom. The, what do you call it, an alternative A plan? 

Mr. Lembo: Yes, Appendix A Plan. 

Trustee Graham: Appendix A and that's effectively a commercial IA? 

Mr. Lembo: No. It's a lot more than that. So I/ A systems, that's a great question, tiger, and I appreciate trying 
to clarify that. I/ A systems only treat the waste down to approximately 19 milligrams per liter, and that's total 
nitrogen effluent from the facility. For an Appendix A facility, it will treat down to state drinking water code, 
which is 10 milligrams per liter total nitrogen effluent from the facility. So, it's going to give you a full-scale 
sewage treatment plant except with reduced setbacks that health department currently recognizes. 

Trustee Graham: Right. And that would be limited to 30,000 gallons a day? 

Mr. Lembo: That is correct. That's the maximum. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. And so in your 90% confidence interval, PHASE I-A and I-B is on the order of, 17,000 
gallons a day as currently set up? 

Mr. Lembo: That's correct. That's part of that. So Kathy, could you go back to sheet 13 please? So what Tiger's 
referring to is the last column, 99% confidence interval of those flow rates. So, let me just speak briefly about 
that. We pull the water data for the entirety of the village and what they were generating, and as you can see, 
there was minimums and maximums in that average daily and when you arrived at that, we've got a comfort 
level or a confidence level based on that. All right? And Tiger's referring to that last column so it's 13.3 plus 
another 3,300. You know, 16 and a half thousand to 17,000 gallons a day. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. And while we're still on this slide the average daily flow for total land area, PHASE II 
and PHASE Ill ... , I did a back of the envelope when we were first talking about this a year ago or however, 
however long ago it was, and it would almost seemed to me that, certainly PHASE Ill would be more efficiently 
handled by individual I/A units as opposed to plugging them into a STP? 

Mr. Lembo: Agreed. That's part of one of the things we looked at is that cost and that's part of the report. 

Trustee Graham: All right. So, if we were to do PHASE I-A, I-B and PHASE II, we could still cover that all pretty 
much with a 30,000 gallon a day Appendix A system? 

Mr. Lembo: Yes, and give yourself approximately, still that 10,000 gallons of available flow should, if you're 
going to go up to the 30,000 gallons a day. 

Trustee Graham: Right. And obviously, if we were to add more residential units, if we were to add more 
commercial flow, that would obviously be taken up with that and the county would tell us what we could or 
couldn't do based on that flow? 
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Mr. Lembo: I'll explain the statement with regards to the county telling you. You're going to get individual 
applications in that once you start to operate the sewage treatment plant, you, you guys, assuming that you 
continue and maintain the plant arid that you don't transfer it to somebody else, you'll maintain control over 
the connections to the district and you should maintain control over the connections to the district because 
the biggest problem with any district is their industrial users, for lack of a better term, that will effectively 
impact the overall operations of the sewage treatment plant. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. And are these Appendix A systems scalable? 

Mr. Lembo: No. Yours, you're limited to 30,000 gallons a day, period. But if, when you say scalable, do you 
mean in increments up to the 30,000? 

Trustee Graham: No. I was thinking more if we decided we needed more flow, could we add another 
Appendix A system in another part of the village? 

Mr. Lembo: Yes. That you can do. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. So if we were thinking of doing a full-blown STP, for example, up at the village 
property on Acabonac, we could effectively achieve the same thing, keeping it in the village? 

Mr. Lembo: Yes, but you're going to double your operations cost and the concern would become that by 
having two facilities, you're going to decrease your operational efficiency, from a costing standpoint. John, do, 
could you speak to that a little bit about the maintenance of those facilities and, and the challenges that you 
ran into as part of the Public Works? 

Mr. Donovan: Well, yes, [inaudible] doesn't operate the Appendix A systems, we don't ... so I don't have any 
data on what that would cost. But a 30,000 gallon a day system is the smallest that Public Works operates. 
And the costs are significant for that small system because it's the cost is spread out over less users. College 
Park in Selden by the college there, the Suffolk Community College, that's a 35,000 gallon system, that's our 
smallest. And the O&M costs per year are about $1,000 per house. Now, because the county has a fund that 
subsidizes those costs they pay a lot less. If you were to come in on your own, that's about what the cost 
would be. Even, even a private operator would be close to that. 

Trustee Graham: All right. So the annual. .. If, if we were to go with a 30,000 gallon unit located in the Village 
Core, that would be around $10 million. And what would the annual operating cost on that be? 

Mr. Donovan: Yes, the annual operating cost. It, it, it's only about, in 2025 dollars, about $130,000 a year. 
Plus, there's so many less people connected, the typical home of using 300 gallons per day, even though it's 
mostly res- it's mostly business, but we use that as a baseline, 300 gallons a day, you'd be paying $960 a year 
just for that $130,000 cost. 

Trustee Graham: All right. So-

Mayor Larsen: Tiger, I like where you're going with this. I had a preview of this before and I was talking to 
Tom and Kathryn, and we also identified to keep it in the Core of the Village, we identified the area on North 
Main Street. And Tom thought that might be a good possibility to put a 30,000 gallon treatment plant. 

Trustee Graham: The area by the railroad? 

Mayor Larsen: Yes. 

Trustee Graham: And what are the, what are the physical attributes of a Appendix A system? Is it a small 
building with a lot of stuff underground, or? 

Mr. Donovan: Yes. 

Mr. Lembo: Yes. So, you're going to have two ... And the current approved technology that the Health 
Department has, you have a 10 by 20 lab building and then a 10 by 30 shed for blowers and mechanical 
equipment, and then everything else is buried below grade, with the exception of some bent piping and a 
distribution box to split flow. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. Obviously, the only time this would be noticeable to the neighbors, other than looking 
at it, would be when the sludge is removed, right? 

Mr. Lembo: That's correct. And that typically happens once a month. 
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Trustee Graham: Okay. So it would not be terribly impactful on the neighbors. How much, if we're getting rid 
of 30,000 of effluent a day, post-treatment, how much land do we need to dispose of that amount of effluent? 

Mr. Lembo: I can't answer that directly, only not knowing what the site's groundwater conditions currently 
are, how deep below grade the ground water condition is. We haven't drilled that far into design yet. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. So that would be depending on soil samples and all that sort of stuff. 

Mr. Lembo: We would do soil borings on property and determine where ground water is located below grade, 
and then decide how to, how to treat that. 

Trustee Graham: Okay. And even though no one's going to volunteer to do this, the output of these Appendix 
A plants are drinkable? 

Mr. Lembo: Allegedly. So the brief answer, yes they absolutely are, but I wouldn't suggest it within 
disinfection, all right? Most plants in Suffolk County, because they discharge to ground, they don't require 
disinfection as part of it. 

Trustee Graham: Right. So, I mean, we're not changing one problem for another, we're putting stuff into the 
ground that is, ... we wouldn't mind feeding directly into the ponds or anyplace else. 

Mr. Lembo: Right, because it meets drinking water standards. 

Trustee Graham: Right. Okay. 

Mayor Larsen: We went and toured the plant in Sag Harbor, Tiger, I don't know if you've ever seen it, but 
when they discharge, it goes right into the bay. 

Trustee Graham: Right. I've understood,, from several people that when you take water for use, when you 
take it out of the ground, you want to put it back into the ground, as opposed to disposing of it into a 
waterway, because that recharges the aquifer. But if it's drinkable, it's good. And I know that Sag Harbor has a 
ultraviolet treatment stage as well to kill any bacteria in there. 

Mr. Lembo: Suffolk's water discharge requires disinfection. 

Mayor Larsen: Nice. I think that the board just needs to discuss if we want Nelson Pope to look at that 
location and do some testing and then we could consider putting the plant there, and maybe completing phase 
Al... I mean, I'm sorry, lA and lB, thoughts on anybody? 

Trustee Brown: What other locations, investigated and, you know, are also desirable except ... You're talking, 
I assume, about the land that's right under the trestle on North Main Street to the left as you're headed North? 

Mayor Larsen: Correct. 

Trustee Brown: And how many-

Mr. Lembo: I'd like to put a graphic up. 

Trustee Brown: Thank you. 

Mr. Lembo: So let's start with the Mayor had pointed out with regards to the parcel that we've been asked to 
look at. This is just a graphic of that parcel. It does include this triangular piece here, it's just not represented 
there because we don't need it for a 30,000 gallon a day system. To answer the first question, these are some 
of the sites that we looked at, and I'll zoom in a little bit so everybody can see them, initially. And for an 
abundance of reasons, we eliminated all of them with the exception of, ... So, you know, so you have the 
airport, there was, ... I think this is East Hampton Concrete, if I remember correctly. There was a Verizon 
parcel here, there was a, ... This is adjacent to the tree farm. This was an autobody shop on King Street, and 
then the last option, which is the DPW parcel right here, is considered. This was the original 
recommendation, was to put it into the DPW parcel, because there's plenty of land area there to put a full
sized sewerage treatment plant. We were projecting 60,000 gallons a day for that facility, right? So that's some 
of the locations that we looked at. This parcel makes a lot of sense for an Appendix A system, though. 

Trustee Graham: Now, I had one more question about this, and I want to thank you guys for putting this 
report together for us. I think it's really pretty comprehensive. I know that we have talked at one point about 
partnering with the Town, where if we were going to use the Accabonac Road property, that we could partner 
with the Town and pick up the Windmill Village, the Housing Authority, some of the higher density areas in the 
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Town. I don't know if we have had any substantive discussions. I had a very preliminary discussion with the 
Town over a year ago. I don't know if they have any interest in this, because frankly, if they were interested in 
joining in this effort on shared services, obviously we could expand the revenue base for this project. Picking 
up high flow areas is, you know, financially attractive. I don't know, ... Mr. Mayor, have you had any 
conversations with the town about this? 

Mayor Larsen: No. Very, very limited conversation about it. My thought was I'd like to get our business core 
done as soon as possible, and I think bringing another municipality into it, is just going to extend the time 
period that we have to get things done. And the distance to that location is going to obviously increase the 
cost, so ... 

Trustee Graham: But probably not to us. You know, the distance to that location could very well be picked up, 
by the town and the amount of flow that they put into the system. You know, it might be $5 million more to 
utilize that location, and, the Town might cover that. I think that we really ought to have a quick and 
substantive discussion with the Town to see, you know, we want to get this going, all right? I think there's no 
appetite for delay, certainly not on my part. But if the town wants to get going and wants to partner with us on 
this, the time for them to decide that is now. And I think we might want to, you know, have that discussion. 

Trustee Brown: I'd like for us to explore that option as well. We had talked a lot about utilizing the site at 
DPW, we have a lot of acreage there. I know that the groundwater situation at North Main Street by Collins 
Avenue and so forth in the Town is an issue, and they might be interested in jumping on board with us and 
there might be more opportunities for us as well, as far as a shared service and with grants and so forth down 
the line to help us pay for this, if we did partner with them. So, I think it's definitely worth, you know, 
discussing it and seeing if they are interested. 

Trustee Graham: Yes, and if they say, "We can't deal with this now," you know, well, they had their chance. 

Mayor Larsen: Right. 

Mr. Donovan: There is another option, if I could just interject here. You could, you know, go forward with 
your project, lA, 1B, and leave the option open for the Town to connect at a later date, and they would 
connect as a contract date, they would pay a connection fee. Currently, the county charge $30 per gallon one
time fee. And then they would have to pay their own cost to get to your treatment plant for any sewer pipes, 
pp stations, whatever. And then it would pay the same rate that everybody pays, plus a 5% surcharge. So it 
could be a future revenue stream to offset cost down the road if they're interested. 

Trustee Graham: Right. Well, we may not be able to cover them with a 30,000 gallon system. Well, we might 
be able to, I don't know what their flows are. 

Mr. Donovan: Right. I mean, you would have to probably do a regular treatment plant and that would be, you 
know, more up to the 60,000 if you don't... You know, you're not going to do phase three, that's a big chunk of 
going to 60,000. So, you could go to 60,000 and leave that, you know, extra flow for, for the town. And the 
plant, the 30,000 gallon plant could be doubled in size rather easily. I mean, it's cost, but it can be done. So you 
could build-

Trustee Graham: Well, so it is ... We could do that in the same location? 

Mr. Donovan: Well, you can do that at the Highway yard, yes. 

Mayor Larsen: Yeah, but not at the other one. 

Trustee Graham: Not, not on the North Main Street property. 

Mr. Lembo: Not on the North Main Street. Now I want to, I just wanted to clarify that, that the option seven 
lot is not big enough to put 60,000 gallons a day on. We would have to go to the Village DPW lot. The concern 
for me there is that, although the Town may participate that you run into side plant issues, that you have to 
apply to the town before, because it's outside of the Village. 

Mr. Donovan: Right. 

Mr. Lembo: So that may delay you guys. 

Trustee Graham: Sounds to me like the town has a decision to make. I agree with the Mayor that we do not 
want to be held up on this. This is something we've been talking about. The water quality issue is something 
that we need to address, and I think that the Town can let us know what they want to do, otherwise perhaps 
they can put their own 30,000 gallon system in. 
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Trustee Melendez: Yes. I just want to say something. I want to see the option of North Main looked into. I 
think we should stop delaying and waiting for other people to try. This has been on for a long time and I think 
if the Town wanted to be part of it, they would've already tried to be part of it. I know there was talks about 
districts and how it makes it more difficult to get all the way to DPW, is that something the difficult between 
North Main and DPW, it's difference on the time also and the cost, right? 

Mr. Lembo: It's time and cost, correct. 

Mayor Larsen: Do we know, Tom, what it would cost to ... if we did phase lA and 1B and we went to the 
North Main Street 30,000 gallons a day plant, as opposed to going all the way to the Highway Department and 
putting in a 60,000 gallon a day plant? What, what.. . Do we know the difference between those two? 

Mr. Lembo: So I'm looking, John, just make sure you're validating the numbers because it's your spreadsheet. 
Right now, phase lA, phase 1B is a $15.5 million cost in 2026 dollars, and then in 2026 dollars, $46,800,000 for 
connection up at the Highway yard . Is that correct, John? 

Mr. Donovan: No, the 46 million is for all three options. 

Mr. Lembo: All three options, I'm sorry. So then it would be that, that number is not correct. So Mr. Mayor, I 
don't have the answer yet, I can get that answer to you, though. 

Mr. Donovan: And Tom, that costed for the full 30,000 gallons STP, right? Not in a Appendix A system. 

Mr. Lembo: The costing for the phase one, two and three, John? 

Mr. Donovan: One and two, yes. All three of those costs were for a full-scale treatment plants. You know, this 
is a new option to come up with a Appendix A for 30,000 gallons. We need to look at those costs. 

Mayor Larsen: I'm just figuring that that's going to be the first question the Town has, Tiger, is what's it going 
to cost? 

Trustee Graham: Right. 

Mayor Larsen: So, I would suggest that we let Tom explore the North Main Street location, because we're not 
even sure he could go there because he has to determine the groundwater situation. So, we don't even know if 
we have an option, and the only other location that's identified is the Highway Department. 

Trustee Graham: Right. 

Mayor Larsen: So, you know, maybe the Board would allow them to go a little further and explore that area. 
Maybe you could give us a price to do that. 

Trustee Graham: I think that would be 1,000% appropriate. You know, let's explore and see what we have. 

Mayor Larsen: And then at the same time, we could open up a dialogue with the Town and see if they're even 
interested, if we decided to go all the way to the Highway Department. At least then we'll know if we even 
had an option, so okay. 

Mr. Lembo: Mr. Mayor, do you agree that it would, - I would want to perform one geotech test hole on that 
property. Is that appropriate at this point in time? Because that give you the ready answer as it relates to the 
depth of groundwater for that particular site. 

Mayor Larsen: So, you're asking ... Say it again, Tom? I couldn't hear you. 

Mr. Lembo: As, as part of the increased scope, for lack of a better term, is it okay if I include as an alternate to 
do a test hole or a test boring, actually, there to determine depth to groundwater? Because that gives you the 
finite answer as to what would be able to be fit onto that parcel for leaching. 

Mayor Larsen: Yes, I think we all agree on that. I think it was just a matter of cost. Is it additional cost for us or 
is it included in your original? 

Mr. Lembo: So the test hole was not included, the boring. And I think Cathy, Steve - about $1,500 for tha test 
point? 

K. Eiseman: I couldn't answer that for you. 
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Mr. Lembo: Okay, we'll get you a price on that.-

Mayor Larsen: Yes, let us know. But I think that's ... it sounds like that's what the Board would like to do. 

Mr. Lembo: Okay. 

Trustee Graham: I certainly would agree with that, Mr. Mayor. 

Trustee Brown: I would too. I mean, the contour of the land there too, it always seems like there's a lot of 
flooding and so forth. So, you know, we will know right away whether it's an option or not. And you'll let us 
know about the figures, you know, as far as that plant versus the one at Accabonac, if we did want to pursue 
that. Just so we know, you know, the numbers and what we're comparing. 

Mr. Lembo: Yes. 

Trustee Brown: Thank you. 

Mayor Larsen: All right, good. 

Deputy Mayor Minardi : I had a question. Does phase one or ... A or lB incorporate the three schools? I'm 
guessing the middle school would be there because it's right on Newtown Lane, but what about the other 
two? 

Mr. Lembo: So, schools typically are lower density development, and they were not included as part of the 
connection. What I mean by lower density development is that their flow rates are typically a lot lower than 
commercial flow rates, so we didn't contemplate them connecting at this point in time. They can be 
contemplated as part of the connection, but it's not adding environmental value to the district. 

Deputy Mayor Minardi : Oh, okay. I just thought of it, and that's a lot of people and a lot of toilets that get 
flushed on a daily basis. I know school's not always in session, but the middle school is right on Newtown Lane. 

Mr. Lembo: Right, it actually sits between phase lA and phase lB. Let me share that if I can find it. 

Trustee Brown: And the high school wouldn't be considered, right? Because that's in the town up on Long 
Lane? 

Mr. Lembo: So we actually, if you take a look at the boundaries, it's directly between phase lA, which is the 
the red and blue, just running around right now, and then phase lB which is the orange right here. The high 
school is here, right? 

Mayor Larsen: That's the elementary school. 

Mr. Lembo: Oh, sorry. The ... , okay, so the elementary school we also did not include as part of the 
connection either. 

Mayor Larsen: How does the orange connect to the red? 

Mr. Lembo: The orange connects to the red via what's called an E-One Pump Station. It's a very small pump 
station that pushes flow from one boundary to the other. 

Mayor Larsen: Got it. The red, up on right where you are now, is that ... 

Mr. Lembo: So that red is how we're conveying the sewerage from phase two, which is the blue boundary, 
over to phase lA here. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay, but that wouldn't be in our first ... Right? We're just talking about phase lA and lB. 

Mr. Lembo: lA. Correct, Mr. Mayor. The- It's lA is here, lB is the orange boundary. 

Mayor Larsen: Right. 

Mr. Lembo: The blue, or phase two, abuts the orange. 

Mayor Larsen: Got you. While we're saying, how does the orange phase 1B connect to lA? 
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Mr. Lembo: So it's a mixture of gravity sewer, if you see there's a S, that black one right there is gravity sewer, 
all right? And, depending on what the internal plumbing of each of these buildings look like, they may have a 
small ejector pump that pumps out to the sewer, or they may hit it by gravity. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. Thanks. All right, so I think that's what we want to do, going forward. Does anybody else 
have any questions? Well maybe you could just give us a price for doing that, Tom, and then we can move 
forward with that. 

Mr. Lembo: Yes. You'll have it in a couple of days, maximum. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay, great. Well, thanks very much for coming on, we appreciate it. 

Mr. Lembo: Thank you so much for your time. 

Trustee Graham: Thanks, guys. 

Mr. Lembo: Have a good afternoon and weekend. 

Mayor Larsen: You, too. 

New Police Officers, Arman Gretarsson & John Clark 

Mayor Larsen: All right. Next up, We neglected to put it on the agenda, but we have, ... we're going to be 
hiring two police officers who you see on the screen right now, well, I see one of them. I wanted to just turn 
this over to the Chief for a few minutes to ... There he is, Hi John. Hi Armand . So, go ahead, Mike. 

Police Chief Tracey: Thank you, Mr. Mayor. I'd like to introduce these two young men to everyone, Armand 
Gretarsson and John Clark, who are about, as the mayor said, to become members full -time of our police 
department. Both these officers were selected and sent to the Suffolk County Police Academy by us, we 
recruited them actually. They graduated from the Academy last year and have been working for us part-time 
and full-time, 40 hours a week in the summer, 20 hours a week in the winter since that point in time. You may 
recognize both of them, or one of them ... They are both ocean lifeguards and have been for a number of years. 
They are both volunteers with the East Hampton Volunteer Ocean Rescue Squad, who many of you have 
interacted with over the years. These gentlemen both have an excellent rapport with the community, they're 
well-liked by their peers. We're really proud to welcome them aboard. And I know they're going to make 
terrific additions to the department. So gentlemen, welcome aboard and thanks for what you do for the 
community. 

A. Gretarrson: Thanks, Chief. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks, Chief. Welcome aboard guys, Armand, John, you're joining a great pol ice department 
and I wish you a lot of success with your futures 

A. Gretarrson: Thank you, Jerry, appreciate it. 

J. Clark: Thank you, Mr. Mayor. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks. Welcome. All right. Next up we have a series of public hearings so if June can, can read 
the public hearings and we'll start that. 

Public Hearing #1; Introductory #3-2021 (Ch. 267; Creation of Paid Parking Zones) 

Deputy Clerk Lester: Sure. Introductory #3- 2021. This public hearing is being carried over from March 19th. 
It's a proposed amendment to Chapter 267, vehicles and traffic to allow the creation of paid parking zones in 
certain lots and streets within the Village of East Hampton. Legislative purpose; the streets and parking lots in 
the Village, just as in our neighboring towns and villages, currently have time limits. Such limits ensure the 
turnover of cars in the Village to help promote the businesses within the Village's commercial core. 
Historically, the monitoring of time limits within the Village has been accomplished by the chalking of tires. The 
US Court of Appeals for the 6th Circuit recently heard a case which questioned the constitutionality of chalking 
of tires under the Fourth Amendment of the US Constitution. While chalking has not been held 
unconstitutional, the board desires to put into place a system of controlling time which, whenever possible, 
avoids this per- perceived intrusion and addresses complaints heard over the years that the chalk dirties their 
tires. The board does not want to affect the beauty of our Village with parking meters at every spot on our 
roads and in our lots. Current technology makes available a means of monitoring time which can address all 
these concerns. And application, or app, that members of the public can download onto their phones for free 
allow for the village to monitor time without negatively impacting the historic character of the village. It also 
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provides a means to provide further flexibility in the time limits imposed, another issue many raise, especially 
when they desire to go to a restaurant and a movie. Accordingly, the introduction of technology provides the 
board a means to address numerous concerns expressed over the years, provides a means, absent a fine after 
a violation to permit people in our Village flexibility in parking while at the same time ensuring turnover for our 
businesses. Flexibility of time is accomplished by allowing patrons to pay for time in the lot while also capping 
the time limits to ensure parking all day in the core, core lots does not occur. Furthermore, the core 
commercial district not only for Village residents but for all town residents containing vital and fundamental 
services such as banking, doctors, grocery stores, business and other services, some of which are found 
nowhere else in the town, and or the Village provides the only competitive alternative to what is found in 
other parts of the town, providing unpaid time, town residents is vital and necessary for the residents of the 
town to obtain and utilize fundamental and necessary services, which visitors to the town obtain at their own 
homes. Permitting all town and Village residents unpaid time is necessary to the Village businesses as well as 
the livelihood of all people who call the Town of East Hampton their home. It is the board's belief and intent 
that the amendments incorporated by this law weighs the concerns of the business owners, the needs of the 
Village and town residents which rely on the core services provided, as well as the beauty of the Village and 
the costs associated with maintaining the infrastructure of the Village, such as the parking lots. 
We received public response, all of which will be incorporated into the minutes in their entirety. From Sandra 
Sylvor, James Carollo, Spring Citizen Advisory Committee, Joyce Lieberman, David Kerin, Martha Ball, and 
Donna McDonald at Park Place Liquors. (notice included at the end of minutes) 

Mayor Larsen: That's terrific. So, before we open it up for public comment, I just wanted to say that some of 
these concerns that came in are outdated because we have changed this several times. Due to the 
transparency of this board, discussing this throughout numerous board meetings and changing it to what we 
feel was the best for everybody involved, we finally came up with this final version, which I'll just tell everyone 
what it is. So, if you're on hold and you're unsure, it might.. . you might not have to waste your time making a 
public comment. So, Village residents will receive three hours in the parking lots for free, town residents will 
receive two hours for free, exactly what they are receiving now, and they'll have the option of paying for a 
third hour should they need more than the two free hours. And every other person who's a visitor to our town 
will also have the same first two hours will be free, and then they have the option of paying for a third hour 
should they need more time to spend in our Village, whether it's shopping or going to a movie, hopefully in the 
near future. So that is the final version of this paid parking, and again, the idea of the paid parking is to raise 
money to pay for the much-needed sewerage system that we all plan on putting in. So, I would ask to open it 
up to public comment, Jody, if there's anybody on the line? 

J. Gambino/LTV: Yes, we have one caller on the line. Let me unmute them now. 

Speaker 6: Hello? 

J. Gambino/LTV: Caller, you're on the air. 

Speaker 6: Hello? 

Mayor Larsen: Hi. Do you have a comment about the paid parking? 

Speaker 6: Hello? 

Mayor Larsen: Yes, we can hear you. 

Speaker 6: You can hear me. No I'm the outdoor dining ordinance. 

Mayor Larsen: All right. You're going to have to hold on, we're not up to that one yet. This is just for the paid 
parking. Jody, anybody else? 

J. Gambino/LTV: There's no other callers on the line. 

Mayor Larsen: All right, great. So can I get a motion to close that hearing? 

Trustee Melendez: Move. 
Mayor Larsen: Motion made by Sandra. 

Deputy Mayor Minardi: Second. 

Mayor Larsen: Second by Chris. All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Tiger, you're muted, I don't know if you realize . 
Trustee Graham: Aye. 
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Mayor Larsen: All right, all in favor, it's unanimous, passed and carried. Or I'm sorry, that's just to close the 
hearing. Sorry about that. So we closed the hearing. June, could you do introductory #4-2021? 

Public Hearing #2; Introductory #4-2021 (Ch. 267; Monthly Beach Parking Permits) 

Deputy Clerk Lester: Sure. Introductory #4- 2021. Proposed amendment to Vehicle and Traffic; Beach Parking, 
to make available for purchase monthly non-resident beach parking permits. C. Parking Ppermits. The number 
of annual full season parking permits issued to individuals who do not qualify under subsection Cl A or B shall 
not exceed 3,100 permits effective January 1st, 2017. This would be added; subsection 4, the number of 
monthly parking permits issued to individuals who do not qualify under subsection Cl A or B shall not exceed 
500 permits for the period of May 15th to and including June 30th, 500 permits for the month of July, and 500 
permits for the period of August 1st to and including September 15th, effective immediately. The monthly 
permit fee shall from time to time be fixed by resolution of the board of trustees. And we received one public 
comment on that from the Village Preservation Society, and that will be entered into the minutes. 

(notice included at the end of minutes) 

Mayor Larsen: All right. Any callers for this, Jody? 

J. Gambino/LTV: There are no new callers on the line. 

Mayor Larsen: All right. Can I get a motion to close the hearing? 

Trustee Graham: Mayor, before we do that, the VPS's letter expressed concern that with 3,100 non-resident 
permits, 500 monthly permits, that effectively brings us up to 3,600 non-resident permits during various parts 
of this summer. And they are concerned that that may create a density problem with people with permits not 
being able to park. Could we consider starting out slower? You know, for the May 15th to June 30th permits, 
could we start out with 250 and see how it works? And then expand the program if it doesn't create a 
problem? 

Trustee Brown: I just would like to comment as well. Last board meeting, I expressed my concern about 
overselling the beaches with the monthly passes, 500 of them, and then the unlimited daily beach parking 
passes. And originally, when we heard from Marcos ... And I agree, that it is advantageous to have a revenue 
source that's dependable and predictable with the monthly beach passes, but I don't want to oversell our 
beaches. I'm afraid that village residents and those that have a seasonal beach pass might go up to the beach 
and not be able to find a parking spot. Originally, you know, we were presented with this model, and it was 
that we were going to reduce the volume and gain revenue. And now we're saying we're going to sell all the 
passes of 500 and then possibly daily beach passes. So, we're not reducing the volume, and in fact. I think that 
it would be prudent of us just to possibly scale it down, for sure. And I'd be more comfortable with that as well. 

Trustee Graham: Yes, we can always sell more later if we do not have a problem in the lots. 

Mayor Larsen: I think at the last meeting, we did talk about the daily passes, that that's going to be at the 
discretion of the beach manager should there be open spots? I rely on Chris a lot for this because I think Chris 
knows more about the beaches than any of us. And Chris feels very comfortable with the 500 passes, we've 
had this discussion. I totally rely on Chris, and I think we stick with the program that we've laid out and we can 
adjust next year if we find there's a problem, but Chris is pretty sure that we're not going to have any issues. 

Trustee Minardi : Wow, that's a lot of pressure. -

Mayor Larsen: It is. 

Trustee Minardi: I believe that if parking becomes a problem, then we can eliminate or curtail the daily passes 
immediately. That's why we decided, we discussed giving the beach manager the discretion on the daily 
passes. And the information and the charts that Marcos put together a couple months ago, I think, justifies 
that strategy, where if it is a problem, we're not going to know in June, to be honest with you. June is not really 
a busy beach month. If it is a problem, I think the problem's going to arise in July. With that being said, even if 
they take the daily passes and stop again, I think it's going to be a weekend problem too. It's not going to be a 
weekday problem. This is going to be a Saturday problem. And if it is a Saturday problem, the beach manager 
can stop all daily passes, you know? I mean, because the number of daily passes, in fact, washes out the 
monthly passes. So I think that's not going to be a problem. I think we're gaining some spaces anyway. The 
lifeguards and the staff at Main Beach, they're all going to park on the grass and Sea Spray, which is 20 or 30 
spots right there. And, you know, if it is a problem, I'd rather deal with it, having more people at the beach 
rather than less. I would go out on a limb and take the responsibility where I don't think it should be a 
detrimental issue with these passes. But again, there's five of us. 
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Trustee Graham: How many physical parking spaces do we have at all five beaches? 

Trustee Minardi: I don't know that answer. 

Trustee Brown: At Two Mile, we have 211 regular, about 170 at the Main Beach Lot Two, the Main Lot. And 
then at Georgica, we have I think maybe 100, so I'm just concerned. You know, you say that we can give it to 
the discretion of the beach managers, and I have complete, you know, faith in their capabilities. They do a 
great job. But if we sell 500 monthly passes, in addition to what we've already sold, we can't dial that back. 
People are going to buy a permit and spend $300, and expect to get a parking spot. And the village residents 
who have for years been going to the beach and getting a parking spot are going to be irate if they can't get a 
parking spot and enjoy our beaches. And, you know, I know that, you know, this board wants to be open to 
visitors. And I know that's a vital part of our economy, and I do too, but our village residents, we want to make 
sure that they can get a parking permit, a parking space. And, and I just think that we're overselling our 
beaches, and that it doesn't hurt us to start off smaller and, you know, say, sell only 250 monthly passes, right? 
I mean, that would still be, what, $225,000. So that would still be significant. And we would have the 
assurance, you know, that we probably won't have a problem. Last year, at Main - at Georgica, there was, you 
know, a line to get a parking space. You know this, Chris. 

Trustee Minardi: Yes, last year. 

Mayor Larsen: I think that you have to take the pandemic situation last year where they, where they reduced 
50% of the parking spots. So-

Trustee Brown: That's right, because of the pandemic. Absolutely. But we're also now increasing - how many 
parking passes we're allowing and no cap on the daily beach passes. So, I just don't want to see that again, 
where there was a line all the way to Apaquogue. 

Mayor Larsen: I have to correct you, Rose. We're not having no limit on the daily parking spots. That's not 
true. 

Trustee Brown: And the beach passes? I thought that we-

Mayor Larsen: They are at the discretion of the beach manager. So, he's not going to oversell them if there's 
not enough spots, so ... 

Trustee Brown: I understand that. 

Mayor Larsen: It's not really fair to say there's no limit. He is going to -

Trustee Brown: There is no limit. Per the code, there's a limit in it right now, you know - 60, I think for Main 
Beach, and 40 on weekends for Two Mile. And I don't think during the week we will have a problem. I 
completely agree with everyone, that it could be a July, and August, and a weekend problem, but I just think 
that the way it stands now, you know, it's at the discretion of the beach managers. And, you know, you could 
go to the beach on a Saturday and it's not a perfect beach day, right? And the fog burns off and all of a sudden 
it's beautiful, and people are coming down and, you know, crowds of people to the beach, and it could quickly 
change. And, again, I just I'm concerned we're overselling the beaches. 

Trustee Graham: Another suggestion that we could utilize here is we could sell 250 monthly passes, you 
know, valid, seven days a week. And we could sell another 250 passes for 150 bucks, for weekday use only. 

Trustee Melendez: Just my understanding that the data showed that we were overselling ... we're selling more 
daily passes than the 500. And that's why we agreed to the 500. Correct me if-

M. Baladr6n: Sorry Sandra. Correct. We were selling 2,600 in July. I mean, it's the opposite. The 500 that 
we're allowing, we'd be dropping the daily permits. 

Trustee Melendez: Exactly. So, we'll have less people .. . allowing less people to park in the beach because 
we're not selling the daily ones. So, I think instead of overselling, it's [inaudible]. 

Mayor Larsen: I mean, if it made you feel better, Tiger and Trustee Brown, we could say to the beach 
manager, not to sell any on the weekends of the daily passes. But do you have-

Trustee Graham: I mean, I think that would be a step in the right direction, you know, I mean, we can try it, 
and we may get excoriated for it if people can't park and-
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Trustee Minardi : my only ... I'm sorry, Tiger. My only comment on that, Mr. Mayor, is that if there is space left 
in the lot on the weekend, why not allow people to go to the beach? I mean, you know, that's why discretion, I 
thought, was a really good compromise, because again, I agree with the premise behind what Trustee Brown 
and Tiger are saying. No one wants to go to the beach and not have a place to park. That's not fair for anybody. 
It's very aggravating when you have to circle around the beach or wait. That is not something that any of us 
want, you know? We don't want that to happen. However, we would like people to go to the beach. I mean, 
we've got beautiful beaches and they shouldn't be .. . I mean, the beach itself, anyone can go to. We're talking 
about parking, we're not talking about going to the beach. We don't own the beaches. We own the parking lot. 
So, you know, anyone can go to the beach. You can ride your bike, you can get dropped off, you can do 
whatever you want. The fact of the matter is that if you can't find a parking spot, that's a whole different story. 
Again, I think that the models that we looked at and giving the discretion to the beach manager ... I mean, the 
beach manager knows about this. In June, when we can go through the Saturdays and Sundays are the busy 
days, he's going to have a really good idea what's going to happen in July and August. And for some reason, if 
the Saturday's in late June are starting to get busy, then he's going to be able to make a decision fairly quickly. 
If the Saturdays and Sundays, you know, maybe there's a weather issues, or maybe it's just not a big deal, and 
there's plenty of places to park, then I don't believe there's a reason why we should shut down parking if we 
could ... if we can ... again, it's $50 a car, which is great, but, you know it's not only about the money, but it's 
about allowing people to visit our beaches. 

Mayor Larsen: Right. I just feel very comfortable that we have a much better management system than we've 
ever had in the past with Chris at the helm here. And I'm very happy to try this out for this year. And, you 
know, we can make adjustments as we go. That's how I feel. 

Trustee Graham: I would try it out for the first year at 250. I mean, that's 250 cars that may be coming to the 
lot this year that did not come last year. And if we have, you know, 750 spaces total at the beaches, that could 
be what we're selling. 

Mayor Larsen: That's not accurate. 

Mayor Larsen: That's not accurate ... that's not accurate, Tiger, because we know that in July, we sold ... Marcos 
has the numbers. We did that presentation . 

M. Baladr6n: 2,600. 

Mayor Larsen: And the daily passes, those people are really there, as a [inaudible] .. . selling the subscription, 
basically, where they may or may not be there. So-

M. Baladr6n: Tiger, sorry, the flexibility is in the dailies, not with the monthly. So, I think that we have ... if the 
board just wants to shut it down, it could shut down tomorrow that way. But I think you, you lose on the 
revenue side, it just doesn't make any sense. That's what the presentation is all about. 

Mayor Larsen: Yes. Are there any, any more comments from the board or anybody on the line to comment, 
Jodi? 

J. Gambino/LTV: There's nobody on the line right now. 

Mayor Larsen: Any other board member have anything else to say before we close? All right. So can I get a 
motion to close the hearing? 
Trustee Graham: I move. 
Trustee Minardi: Second . 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 

Mayor Larsen: All right, all in favor, it's unanimous, passed and carried. All right, thank you. Okay. Next, public 
hearing, June. 

Public Hearing #3; Introductory #5-2021 (addition of Ch. 275; Temporary (Seasonal) Outdoor Dining Permit) 

Deputy Clerk Lester: Introductory #5-2021, a proposed amendment to create chapter 275 seasonal outdoor 
dining permit to allow temporary outdoor dining at restaurants, and take-out food stores, and the adjacent 
public right of way. 275-1; Purpose and Intent. The purpose of this chapter is to establish regulations to allow 
temporary seasonal, outdoor dining and to permit same to encroach into the public right of way as an 
accessory component of an adjacent primary business, which is located on private property. It is intended that 
such outdoor dining will not unduly restrict public access or detract from the character and appearance of the 
surrounding area . We have received public response from Twomey, Latham and Hedges Inn, and the Village 
Preservation Society, both which will be in the minutes in their entirety. (notice included at the end of 
minutes) 
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Mayor Larsen: All right. Anybody on the line? I think we had one gentlemen. 

J. Gambino/LlV: Yes., let me unmute him. Caller ending in 2180, you are on. 

Mayor Larsen: Anybody there? 

J. Gambino/LTV: Caller, are you on? 

C. Kelley: Hello, can you hear me? 

Mayor Larsen: Yes, we have you. We can hear you. 

Christopher Kelley: Okay, Christopher Kelley, Twomey, Latham, Shea, Kelley, Dubin & Quartararo, for the 
Hedges Inn. We represent the Hedges Inn and have been dealing with this issue for quite some time, and we're 
very happy that the board has decided to change the restrictions on outdoor dining. We have a few comments. 
I just want to review what we put in our written submission. We're happy that the legislation establishes that 
outdoor dining is a customary accessory use for restaurants and food service establishments. I wonder if we 
could make it clear that restaurant use and outdoor dining does not prohibit having special events outdoors 
and under tents. And also, that section 275- 4.B.7 in no way limits the seating capacity for special events, 
events outdoors, under tents. And, and by way of history here, when we ... , before the controversy over 
outdoor events at inns, the capacity for these events was determined, not by seating capacity inside the 
restaurant or inn, but by the capacity, the fire capacity for the tent itself. And we want to make clear that that 
should be the way that special events are handled. Also, just a little housekeeping, there's two separate 
subsections of Chapter 275 that are called, quote, permit required, unquote. So, something should be modified 
there, we think. , we would also ask that the legislation recognize that a bar and restaurant is an accessory .. . a 
customary accessory used to an inn because our inns are also, simultaneously, in most cases, restaurants, 
especially the Hedges Inn. Lastly, we would ask for a clarification that the holding of outdoor special events at 
the inns is now permitted. We have a court case that says that, but we want to have the ... incorporate it into 
this legislation, because as you recall, the prohibition on outdoor dining, which is how the village justified 
previously denying permits to the Hedges Inn after many years of granting permits for special events. 
So, we'd like to clarify that inns have the same rights as the surrounding residential properties to have 21 days 
of tented events throughout the year. And with those comments, I thank you for your consideration. I thank 
the board for all their work on this, because I think this takes us in a good direction. And we've seen, I think, 
during COVID, that the concerns about outdoor dining that the village previously had, were overstated. And 
that is a very, very important practical aspect. And it's a great addition to the business community here in the 
village. Thank you, members ofthe board. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks, Chris. Does any of the board members have any questions or comments? 

Trustee Graham: Yes, I do. I was under the impression that we were reviewing these seasonal outdoor dining 
permits for the commercial core, not for the village at-large. I know that when I was the head of the planning 
and zoning committee, during the prior administration, we were reviewing various other ways to allow the 
pre-existing non-conforming properties to have many events. I know we were talking between eight and 10 
events a year that where they could have tents and do weddings, et cetera. I do not believe that the outdoor 
dining under tents, is ... You know, this whole section nine, we spoke about it last time. I think that to me, it 
would be important that we make sure that under this section nine, that it does not include tents on sidewalks 
in the commercial area, even though we are leaving this up to the discretion of the building inspector, and we 
can tell him that we don't want that. An applicant could say, "Hey, it says in the law that you can have tents on 
sidewalks, so I want a tent on a sidewalk." And I don't think anyone wants a tent on a sidewalk, or an igloo, or, 
whatever any of these other things are. I mean, I think that, in the nice weather, having a couple of tables 
outside, I think is, you know, vital for the village and our vitality. But I think extending this whole thing using 
this seasonal outdoor dining permit to extend outside the commercial core, I think is abrogating our 
responsibility to put reasonable restrictions on the preexisting non-conforming inns. I'm not saying that they 
can't do it. I'm all in favor of having them have, you know, weddings and other revenue events. I mean, it's 
expensive to operate in this village, and they need the revenue, but I think that, you know, using this to expand 
out to that, I don't think is right. Does planning and zoning having anything currently in the hopper, on the 
preexisting non-conforming uses in the village? 

Mayor Larsen: Chris, is anything ...... 

Trustee Minardi: No, right now, we're up to our neck in septic. So, no, we have not been discussing this. 
Mayor Larsen: All right. Anybody else? So, Vinny, Chris Kelley's comments, is that something that-

V. Messina: I think all of those comments are reasonable and stay within the intention of the ordinance, and, 
recommend that we can incorporate them without any issue and present .. , the board can consider it as so, 
amended. 
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Mayor Larsen: I have a ... I just have a question about if the restaurant or the inn is allowed, say, 100 people 
seating inside, that's based on the health department flow rate, right? 

V. Messina: Right. 

Mayor Larsen: Wouldn't they be limited to the 100 on the outside as well? 

V. Messina: So this ordinance specifically says that you don't get increased seating because of outdoor dining, 
okay? 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. 

V. Messina: You can have the same amount of seats that you have now. You know, if you're going to have 
some kind of special permit use or et. cetera, you would still ... that's a different health department 
requirement. You still have to meet it. But nothing in this ordinance would prohibit the expansion of seating 
for a restaurant. It's, it's very clearly set forth in there. 
Mayor Larsen: Okay. So let's just use ... He brought up the Hedges, let's use the Hedges as an example. Let's 
say their seating capacity on the inside inn is 100. And then we're going to have a special event under a tent, 
and they were having 200 people. Can they bring in additional bathrooms to mitigate that? 

V. Messina: They would have to comply with whatever the Suffolk County Health Department would require 
for those additional people. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. All right. So, so we're safe with incorporating-

V. Messina: Yes. And, and again, the ordinance specifically requires them to comply with the regulations of 
other jurisdictions, the Suffolk County Health Department, it may be the state building and fire prevention 
folks. You know, it could be any of them. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. 

V. Messina: You're still subject to those. This can't supersede that. 

Mayor Larsen: All right. Great. So let's, -

Trustee Graham: Another point, Mr. Mayor, I know that in a couple of the restaurants that are tangential to 
the commercial core, they put outdoor dining in their parking lot. 

Mayor Larsen: Right. 

Trustee Graham: And would that be allowed under this code, because they're required to have a certain 
number of parking space? And if they're taking up parking spaces with outdoor dining, doesn't that create a 
problem for them? 

V. Messina: So those issues are going to be determined by the building director as part of the application 
process. The, the idea, clearly, is not to create a parking problem by giving them the ability to do outdoor 
dining, but there may be, you know, any number of, of creative ways to obviate that issue and address that 
problem. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. All right. So, let's incorporate Chris Kelley's suggestions so we don't have another 
discriminatory issue on our hands. 

V. Messina: Okay. You got it. 

Trustee Brown: And so-

Mayor Larsen: And I'll look for a motion to close the hearing. 

Trustee Brown: I just had one question, Mayor. 

Mayor Larsen: Sorry, go ahead, Rose. 

Trustee Brown: That's okay. So, you know, Chris Kelley had the question, so all of the Inns will be eligible for 
the 21 days of tented events, per this new law? He was asking for confirmation on that. 

V. Messina: Yeah, they get treated no differently than any other restaurant, whenever that may be. 
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Trustee Brown: Right. And so, would they be able to leave a tent up then? You know, say someone wanted to 
erect a tent, would that be able to go up from the term here, which says a period from April 15th to November 
15th? 

V. Messina: All right. Okay. Hang on. I believe that's addressed. Just give me a moment, please. 

Trustee Brown: Thank you. 

V. Messina: Okay. And again, depending upon ... it's going to depend upon the type of tent that's being put up 
and how, what it, it's able to withstand in terms of weather and things like that. So that's going to be in the 
discretion, again, of the building director. 

Mayor Larsen: All right 

Trustee Graham: I'm really not particularly comfortable conflating the 21, 10 days and special events along 
with the permitted outdoor dining. I mean, that's one of the reasons why I think we should limit this to the 
commercial core and we deal with the inns equally, but separately. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. Jodi, any other callers? 

J. Gambino/LTV: Yes. We have one more caller on the line. Let me unmute them . 

A. Bertella: I'm Antonella Bertella from the Baker House 1650. And I completely agree with Chris Kelley's 
preposition. I own two properties in the village, I have for 17 years. And I really do think that we need all the 
help that we can get. 

Mayor Larsen: All right. Thank you very much for calling in. So, can I get a motion to close the hearing? 
Trustee Melendez: Move. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: All right, hearing is closed. Next hearing, June. 

Public Hearing #4; Introductory #6-2021 {Ch. 77; Beaches & Ch. 211; Peace & Good Order) 

Deputy Clerk Lester: Introductory #6-2021, a proposed amendment to Chapter 77; Beaches, to address issues 
concerning alcohol consumption on the beaches, and Chapter 211; Peace & Good Order, to address issues 
concerning smoking on the beach. Legislative intent: The village board in conjunction with East Hampton 
Town Trustees desire to clarify their restrictions as to alcohol possession and consumption in and about the 
beaches and smoking associated with the village. Two sections of the village code that pertain to activities on 
the beaches are located within Chapter 211, Peace & Good Order, rather than in Chapter 77; Beaches. Such 
provisions have caused confusion as to whether such ordinance include the beaches associated with the 
Village of East Hampton, specifically subsection 211-15 of the village code prohibits possession of any open 
container of alcohol beverage on vacant land areas of the incorporated village of East Hampton. Also unclear 
is subsection 211-17, which includes a prohibition on smoking and vaping on the village beaches. The village 
board recognizes the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Moreover, studies suggest that sitting three feet 
away from a smoker outdoors can expose you to the same level of secondhand smoke as if you were sitting 
indoors with a smoker. Secondhand smoke can trigger asthma attacks, increase the risk of blood clots, and 
hurt blood vessels. The new law will reduce people's exposure to secondhand smoke outdoors, especially at 
the more congested head of the beach. We received responses from the public,, Elizabeth Botvin, L. Warden, 
A. Hollander, a phone call from Nancy McCartney, and a letter from the East Hampton Town Trustees, all of 
which will be put into the minutes. 

Mayor Larsen: All right, before we start for public comment, I'd like to make a few comments. The comments 
we've received, the negative comments, about lifting the ban on alcohol and smoking on the beaches from 
residents who've been confused by the article in the East Hampton Star once again. So, the article in the Star 
said that the village board was lifting the ban on smoking and drinking on our public beaches, neither of which 
is true. Because there is no ban on alcohol or smoking on the beaches. In order to understand this, we have to 
start from the beginning. If you go to the village code in Chapter 77, you will read about the Town Trustees, 
the nine Town Trustees that own and operate those beaches. The village does not own the beaches. The 
village owns the parking lots. The village doesn't own any sand, to be clear. The village ... There are no village 
beaches. So, you have to understand that before we can go any further. Section 77 of the village code allows 
the village to create laws that we're allowed to enforce by the authority of the Town Trustees, those laws, 
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however, have to be approved by the Town Trustees prior to being implemented. In 1977, the Village Board 
created a ban on alcohol in public places within the Incorporated Village of East Hampton, which does not 
include the beaches. Somehow, over the years, it morphed and it was being enforced. In fact, it's been being 
enforced right up until we were elected with the issuance of summonses on the beaches, those summonses 
are illegally issued. So, the Village Board had to take action on this, because it's a huge liability to be issuing 
summonses to people that you have no authority to issue to, and let alone making an arrest. Thank goodness, 
none of that's happened. So that's the alcohol law. There is no ban on the beaches. The trustees of the town 
have never allowed a ban on alcohol on the beaches until recently when they allowed it in Amagansett at the 
request of the town board. So now we've moved to smoking and vaping. Again, the village board, in 2018, 
enacted a law to ban smoking on village beaches. As I said before, there are no village beaches. They asked 
permission from the town trustees to allow them to create a law in section 77 of the village code, and the 
Town Trustees said no. So, the village took it upon themselves to put that section in a different section, or put 
that ban of smoking in a different section of the village code, which is section 211, which does not apply to the 
beaches. Then they erected signs. To further the confusion, they erected signs on all the beaches saying "No 
smoking on village beaches." There are no village beaches. So, whether it was a mistake, whether it was 
intentional, or whether it was just incompetence, it doesn't matter. Once we know about it, we can't allow it 
to go forward. We have to correct it. And that's what we've done with this law. What we did is we requested, 
from the Town Trustees, permission to put a ban on alcohol on their beaches, and a ban on smoking within 
300 feet of the beach ends, similar to our dog law, which the Trustees also approved years ago. 
So, that kind of explains it. I tried to get this through the reporter's head in the Star, and he just refused to 
understand it. But it's crucial that people understand this because there were no legal ban on drinking or 
smoking on the beaches. We are correcting that today - this village board is actually creating law that will 
create the first ban on alcohol and smoking on our beaches. And I think it's important to do because with the 
new legislation that the governor has passed, allowing marijuana smoking in public, I don't think people are 
going to want that either. I asked Brian Lester, who is one of our attorneys to come on and explain this all 
again. I think I've explained it pretty well, but I would like him ... if I missed anything, Brian, please feel free to 
correct me. 

B. Lester: Thank you, Mr. Mayor. What you said is, is right on point. 211-15 speaks of as alcohol vacant land 
areas with Incorporated Village of East Hampton. The issue is the admission within Chapter 77, which defines 
the beaches as being owned by the Town Trustees, takes it out as vacant land area within the Village of East 
Hampton. And then the smoking section, still needed to be backed by the Trustees, which I understand they 
never gave their approval, making it impossible to prosecute. So, as the Village Prosecutor who gets it after the 
tickets are written, as currently written, I can't enforce either of these sections because they didn't have the 
proper language, plus, confusion as to the beach regulations would usurp to any other language in any other 
section, regarding the beaches . ... So, I think these are necessary changes .... Whatever restrictions we're going 
to put in, they're necessary to be put in Chapter 77 and avoid any further confusion as to what controls. 

Mayor Larsen: Great, thank you Mike, thank you Brian. Chief, do you have any comments on this? 

Police Chief Tracey: No I'm happy to see that the aspects of the smoking, intent that were enacted last year ... 
I'm happy to see that that is going to have some enforcement teeth. And as you alluded to the State of New 
York's dropping the marijuana prosecution even though it's federally still prohibited, you know that threw us 
into a quandary in terms of what our public is going to want to see and not see .. So I'm happy to see that 
there's going to be some limitations and some restriction on behalf of the general public that are going to be 
using those beach areas and the public streets. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks. Thanks chief. Brian, you did a great job drafting up this law, thank you for doing that. 
And, we forwarded that on Monday night to the Town Trustees board meeting where they approved it 
unanimously. But I'd like to ... Jody, could you play the clip of their board meeting for us? 

J. Gambino/LTV: Sure. 
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(excerpt recording of April 12, 2021 Meeting of the East Hampton Town Trustees) 

Speaker 7: Yes . 

Jim: Again did everybody have an opportunity to look this over and develop

Speaker 7: Yes. 

Jim: ... some opinion on it? 

Speaker 7: I think it was very well done, very well prepared and I agree with their new changes personally. 

Jim: .. . I do as well, Chris? 

Chris : Yes Jim, I mean from an alcohol and smoke use perspective, I think there are appropriate guidelines 
and help you know represent our community you know properly. So, I like them too. 

Jim: Well one comment I wanted to make on this is it's a real breath of fresh air, in terms of the 
relationship with the Village of East Hampton. As many of us know, over the years we've had sort of an on 
again, off again relationship with the village, where things were enacted and we really weren't involved in 
it. I find the new administration has actually been very, very proactive in approaching the trustees, and I 
want to thank them. 

Speaker 8: Yes, I agree, I read the changes and i think they were very ... done in a very common-sense kind 
of a way and many of the things we have talked about in the past about the vaping and where it was 
applied where it wasn't applied seemed to come out in that, in those changes so ... 

Jim: And I know, Rick, I did receive an email from you earlier today about you know some of the other 
things. Francis and I had a- had a meeting with- with- with Jerry Larsen and some of the caterers, moving 
forward on beach events and there is a whole separate dialogue being a- applied to that that very much in
involves, the trustees in the discussion. So .. . 

Rick: That's great, thanks for the update. 

Jim: All right .... That said, would somebody like to make a motion to vote on this, this evening? 

Speaker 7: I will make a motion to vote on it this evening, the village of East Hampton. 

Jim: Okay. Do .. . Would somebody like to second? 

Speaker 8: I'll second. 

Jim: Okay .... This will be a roll call voting. Joan? 

Mayor Larsen: All right Jody, you can shut that off. It went on to be voted on and it was passed unanimously 
and that's really the way this is supposed to be done. It's not supposed to be ... get direct... get the negative 
letter from the Trustees and then pass a law in another section and pretend it's valid . So, I can't emphasize 
enough, because it.. . The Star article had really, really stirred up a lot of village residents' concerns that we 
were doing something that was wrong and I can't emphasize enough that we are actually the only board that 
has ever passed a ban on alcohol on our beaches and a ban on smoking on our beaches. So, thank you all for 
that. Jody, are there any public comments? 

J. Gambino/LTV: There are no callers on the line right now. 

Mayor Larsen: Any board member? 

Trustee Graham: Yeah, I have two questions on this, and they're very minor. One in, section R-3 where it 
says, refers to alcohol of one gallon, that's a lot of alcohol but not a lot of beer. So ... 

Mayor Larsen: True, true. 

Trustee Graham: You know I mean, should we modify that somehow? 

Mayor Larsen: Well I think the intent Tiger, was just to .. . to not bother people who are down there having a 
nice little dinner and they have a bottle of wine, as opposed to somebody who's down there you know who 
could potentially, you know be causing problems for the PD and for other residents on the beach. So ... 

Trustee Graham: So we'll leave that to the discretion of the patrolling officer. 

Mayor Larsen: I think that... that we kind of batted it around a bunch and I think that's where we left off. We 
thought .. . 
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Trustee Graham: All right and the other question I had is S-2-A, to a person who is a student in a curriculum 
licensed or registered where the student is required to taste or imbibe alcoholic beverages. What kind of 
school is that? I wouldn't mind going to that school. 

Mayor Larsen: Is that what ... Tiger, is that a school you'd like to attend? 

Trustee Graham: Or back before I was 21. 

Mayor Larsen: Hey Brian, could you explain that? 

B. Lester: It comes from certain state education requirements and I didn't want to overstep on that. So, 
there's certain ... The under 21 has certain exceptions under New York State Law and we just followed those 
exceptions here. Like Bis by a person's parent or guardian, so I didn't think we could overtake New York state's 
exceptions so I included them within our law. 

Mayor Larsen: Okay. 

Trustee Graham: Great. 

Mayor Larsen: All right, can we get a motion to close? 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: All right, hearing is closed. Next hearing. 

Public Hearing #5; Introductory #7-2021 (Ch. 68; Animals) 

Deputy Clerk Lester: Introductory# 7-2021; a proposed amendment to Chapter 68; Animals, to require dog 
owners to clean up after their dogs. 68-2 Prohibited Acts, Section C, Subsection 3, any person owning, 
harboring, walking or in custody of a dog that defecates on a private road or street, a public road, street, 
sidewalk, public property or private property without the permission of the property owner shall be 
responsible for cleaning up such waste immediately. We've had no public responses on that one. 

Mayor Larsen: All right Jody, anybody on the line? 

J. Gambino/LlV: We have no callers on the line. 

Mayor Larsen: Any board member? 

Trustee Graham: Yeah Mr. Mayor, I tried to get the board to pass something like this before and they thought 
it was unnecessary and I think it is necessary and I commend you for putting this forward. 

Mayor Larsen: Thanks. I received a couple of calls about it and I agree with people, I mean there's no reason 
you shouldn't clean up after your dog, so ... thanks Tiger. 

Trustee Graham: What about cats? 

Mayor Larsen: Well. .. I don't know. Anybody else? All right let's get a motion to close that hearing? 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi : Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: All right, hearing is closed. We're now going to move to public comment. Any public comments 
Jody? 

J. Gambino/LlV: No, there's nobody on the line right now. 

Mayor Larsen: All right great, so let's move right to resolutions June. Here we go. 
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Resolutions/Motions 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #1; Approve claim vouchers for the month of April. 
Mayor Larsen: So moved. 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #2; Approve fund warrants as listed, General #47, #49 & #50, Capital #51, Trust #46 and 
LOSAP # 48. 
Trustee Minardi: Motion to approve. 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #3; Approve Budget Transfer Schedule #5, Reference #11, dated April 12, 2021. 
Trustee Brown: I'll move. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #4; Approve minutes for meetings held on October 16, November 5, November 20, 
December 30 and December 18 of 2020 and January 7 and 15 of 2021. 

Trustee Brown: There's just that one revision, June- for January 15th. , I miss-stated stated Trustee Brown, the 
word is exacerbate and it says exasperate, but in this sentence I think we have ... referring to the parallel or 
rather, sorry the nose-end parking on Newtown Lane, the diagonal. I think we have all sat in that traffic 
waiting for the light to turn all the way in front of 66 Newtown and Stop & Shop, so I just do not want to 
exacerbate that congestion and the flow of traffic. Thank you. Just one small change, otherwise perfect, thank 
you. And thank you for doing these minutes, I know we've had big agendas and lots ... 

Deputy Clerk Lester: It's Pam Bennett. I wouldn't have gotten it done. 

Mayor Larsen: Can we get a motion to approve with that change? 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #5; Approve departmental reports. (reports are at the end of the minutes) 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: So moved. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #6; Adopt a negative secret declaration in reference to Introductory #3-2021. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi : Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #7; Adopt Introductory #3-2021 as Local Law #6-2021, hereby amending code chapter 
267; Vehicle and Traffic, to implement paid parking regulations and provide for the necessary equipment to 
enforce said regulations and to modify the penalties section for such chapter. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Seconded. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 
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Deputy Clerk Lester: #8; Adopt resolution #28-2021, hereby establishing the fee schedule for parking within 
the parking zones as set forth in Chapter 267, Article 9. 
Trustee Minardi : So moved. 
Trustee Brown: Seconded. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

RESOLUTION #28 - 2021 

WHEREAS, the Village Code of the Village of East Hampton allows the Board of Trustees to establish the 
fees for parking within the parking zones as set forth in Chapter 267, Article IX, and now therefore be it 

RESOLVED, the Village Board of Trustees hereby establishes the following schedule of fees for Chapter 267: 

PARKING ZONE 8: Beach Parking (Main Beach & Two-Mile Hollow Beach 
Daily parking (week days) permitted pursuant to §267-SD $50.00/day (9 am to 5pm) 

PARKING ZONE C: Commuter Parking 

(along Railroad tracks) Parking permitted pursuant to $267-30((6) $15.00/day, Village of East Hampton 
Residents- free 

Parking permitted pursuant to §267-7A(17) up to and including 23 consecutive hours is free 

Long Term Lot - (Sometimes referred to as Lot 1) $10.00/day after the first 23 hours 
Village of East Hampton residents- free after the first 23 hours 

(western side of Lumber Lane) Parking permitted pursuant to §267-7A{35) $15.00 up to and including 23 
consecutive hours). Village of East Hampton residents-free 

PARKING ZONE P: Parking Lot Parking (Reutershan & Schenck) May 15-September 15 - Paid parking 

Parking permitted pursuant to §267-7A(33)(a) Village of East Hampton Residents- No charge 
(subject to 3-hour maximum time limit) 

Non-Residents- subject to 3-hour maximum time 
limit. First two hours are no charge, with an option 
to pay for third hour. Third hour is $10.00. 

and, be it further RESOLVED, that for the purposes of Parking Zones B, C & P: Village of East Hampton 
residents shall be those individuals who demonstrate proof of resident status as set forth in §267-SC of the 
Village Code. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #9; Adopt a negative secret declaration in reference to Introductory #4-2021. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Seconded. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi : Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #10; Adopt Introductory #4-2021 as Local Law #7-2021, hereby amending code chapter 
267-SC:, Vehicle and Traffic; Beach Parking, to make available for purchase monthly, 2021 non-resident beach 
permits. 
Mayor Larsen: All right so let's do a motion. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All right, all in favor? 
Trustee Brown: No. 
Mayor Larsen: Aye. Opposed? 
Trustee Brown: Just one, me. Thank you. 
Trustee Graham: I oppose as well on the number of permits. 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Wait, we're just doing a vote here. So, we have three ayes for yes, who's opposed? 
Trustee Brown: I am. 
Trustee Graham: I am opposed. 
Mayor Larsen: Okay, so three to two, okay. Passed and carried. 
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Deputy Clerk Lester: #11; Adopt Resolution #29-2021, fixing the fee for non-resident monthly beach permits 
at 300 dollars each, effective May 1st, 2021. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

RESOLUTION #29 -2021 

· As per code §267-5.(C) {4}; Vehicles and Traffic; Beach parking; Parking Permits 

§ 267-5. Vehicles and Traffic; Beach Parking. 

C. Parking Permits. 

{4} The number of monthly parking permits issued to individuals who do not qualify under 
Subsection C{l}{a} or (b} shall not exceed: 

500 permits for the period of May 15 to and including June 30; 
500 permits for the month of July; and 
500 permits for period of August 1 to and including September 15 

The monthly permit fee shall, from time to time, be fixed by resolution of the Board of Trustees. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #12; Adopt a negative secret declaration in reference to Introductory #5-2021. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #13; Adopt Introductory #5-2021 as Local Law #8-2021, hereby adding a new code 
chapter 275; Temporary Seasonal Outdoor Dining Permit. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. 
Trustee Melendez: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Opposed? 
Trustee Graham: I oppose. 
Trustee Graham: As written including the non-conforming properties in residential neighborhoods. 
Mayor Larsen: Okay. 
Trustee Brown: I'm going to oppose as well due to that, and I think it's too much discretion to the building 
inspector with no site plan review included. And you know, I think here that we can have a tent up from the 
whole season from April 15th all the way to November 15th., I'm not in favor ofthat. Although I'm very much 
in favor of outdoor dining in the commercial court and for our inns as well but ... 
Mayor Larsen: All right. Three to two, passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #14; Adopt a negative secret declaration in reference to Introductory #6-2021. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #15; Adopt Introductory #6-2021 as Local Law #9-2021 hereby amending Code Chapter 
77; Beaches, to address issues concerning alcohol consumption on the beaches and Chapter 2-11 Peace and 
Good Order to address issues concerning smoking on the beach. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 
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Deputy Clerk Lester: #16; Adopt a negative secret declaration in reference for introductory number 7-2021. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi : Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #17; Adopt Introductory #7-2021 as Local Law #10-2021 hereby amending Code Chapter 
68; Animals to require dog owners to clean up after their dogs. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Brown: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #18; Notice for a public hearing to be held on May 21, 2021 at 11 a.m. for Introductory 
#8-2021, a proposed amendment of Chapter 250; Streets and Sidewalks, to increase the cost of an excavation 
permit, include right-of-way and prohibit placement of any shrubbery, hedges, trees, vegetation, rock walls or 
fences within the village right-of-way. 
Trustee Brown: So moved . 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi : Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #19; Notice for a public hearing to be held on May 21, 2021 at 11 a.m. for Introductory 
#9-2021, a proposed amendment of Chapter 250 Streets and Sidewalks; to revise and clarify minim 
specifications for the constructions of curbs and gutters. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Melendez: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi : Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #20; Approve the $19,675.65 proposal received from South Fork Asphalt for permanent 
pavement patch at the listed locations in Dept. of Public Works Superintendent David Collins' memo dated 
April 1, 2021. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi : Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 
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PROPOSAL 

South Fork Asphalt 

224 North Main St. 
Southampton. NY 11968 

(631) 283-0037 

Sales Representative 

Ed Doyle 
phone: (631) 283-0037 
fax : (631) 283-0717 
general@southforkasphalt.com 

EAST HAMPTON VILLAGE 
Village of East Hampton 
East Hampton, NY 11937 

Job Location: V/O EH 2021 Permanent Pavement Patch 

Description 

151 Further Ln. (SF) 

7 The Cirde. (SF) 

Newtown Ln (in front of school). (SF) 

50 Mill HIii Rd. (SF) 

36 Briar Patch Rd. (SF) 

91 Briar Patch Rd. (SF) 

Ocean Ave (Lock.ward Ln). (SF) 

Pleasant Ln ( Mary Marvelous). (SF) 

Barns Ln (SF) 

If $0.00 appears, It Is Included In the Item below. 
As per plan dated: -

lEBMS;, 
DEPOSIT REQUIRED: 113 DOWN WrTH SIGNED CONTRACT. 
113 PAYMENT DUE WHEN WORK BEGINS. 
BALANCE DUE UPON COMPLETION OF WORK. 

Qty 

228.00 

69.00 

320.00 

160.00 

200.00 

180.00 

620.00 

798.00 

732.00 

IF PAYING BY CREDrT CARO, PROGRESS PAYMENTS WILL BE CHARGED AUTOMATICALLY AS 
PER CONTRACT TERMS LISTED ABOVE. 
PRICING EFFECTrvE FOR 30 DAYS FROM DATE OF PROPOSAL 
JOO WILL BE RE-MEASURED UPON COMPLETION. 

SFA 
PAVING • STONE • CONSTRUCflON 

Estimate# 

Date 

Sub Total 

Total 

10321 

3131 /2021 

Price 

S5.95 

S5.95 

S5.95 

$5.95 

S5.95 

S5.95 

S5.95 

S5.95 

S5.95 

Amount 

$1,356.60 

$410.55 

$1 ,904.00 

$952.00 

$1,190.00 

$1 ,071 .00 

S3.689.00 

$4,748.10 

$4,355.40 

$19,676.65 

$19,676.65 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #21; Approve the $282,390 proposal received from Rosemar for paving at listed locations 
in Dept. of Public Works Superintendent David Collins' memo dated April 1st, 2021. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye . Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. Again, I'd like to just thank David for getting this all together and coming 
up with the funding for this. It's been huge for us, so thanks again Dave. 
D. Collins: You're welcome, Mayor. 
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VILLAGE OF EAST HAMPTON 
DEPARTME~T OF PUBLIC WORKS 

,\ pril I . 202 1 

Ladies and Gentleman of the Board, 

I request approval to authorize Rosemar to pave the following locations: 

Lilly Pond Ln Nichols Rd to Ocean Ave 

Lilly Pond Ln Jones RD to Georgica Beach 

Buckskill Rd 

Hedges Ln 

Total 

$123,060.00 

$67,683 .00 

s2s.Gs,1.so 

62 . o 

$282,390.00 

I have attached quote from Rosemar for .1hove locations based on Eas t Hampton Town and 

Suffolk County Contracts. This project funded by DPW capital line Road Improvements. 

This paving in conjunction with the approved paving agreements with Suffolk County Water 
Authority and Keyspan will complete the following roadways: 

Lee Ave HedgesLn Bucksk ill Rd 

Ba iting Hollow Rd (Montauk Hw~• to Appaquogue) 

Lilly Pond Ln (Ocean to West End Rd .) 

Respectfully, 

David Colli~ ~ 

Supefi~~ublic Works 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #22, Approve the $10,435.00 quote received from South Fork Asphalt to install drainage 
at# 5 Hither as for superintendent David Collins' memo dated April 5th, 2021. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #23; Deem as surplus and approve disposal of two 2013 Ford Taurus police department 
vehicles, vin # 1FAHP2M84DG2022102008 and vin# 1FAHP2M84DG202211 as per Chief Tracey's March 26th 

memo. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye . Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #24; Deem surplus and approve disposal of one 2016 Yamaha Grizzly 700 ATV, vin 
#SY48AM93Y2GA102832. It was damaged beyond repair as per Chief Tracey's March 16th memo. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Melendez: Seconded. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 
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Deputy Clerk Lester: #25; Deem surplus and approve disposal of listed obsolete Ambulance Association 
equipment. A clock #1448, pager#1067, pagers #1328 - #1339 and #1836 - #1841, as per Chief Charde's March 
24th memo. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #26; Accept the resignation of part-time paramedic Benjamin Doll effective retroactively 
to March 26, 2021 as per memo from Chief Tracey. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #27; Accept the resignation of part-time paramedic Joseph Kuhn effective retroactively 
to March 16, 2021 as per memo from Chief Tracey. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #28; Employ Jamie Tulp as seasonal beach manager for the 2021 season at the salary of 
$32,960. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #29; Employ 2021 seasonal beach staff, as per beach manager Jamie Tulp's memo dated 
April 14th. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Melendez: Seconded. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Employee Position 
Managers 

James Tulp Manager 

Diane <YDonnea Asst. Manager 
Lee Bertrand Asst. Manager 

FT Lifeguards 

Salary$ Beach/Stand 

18&,H0.88 :I !a, q"0 
$30.00 

$30.00 

(FuRllme) 
$30.00 

•J•s1111::"'B•:•a11:::"a":-•-.11s1aa11ta~a•111t -----•••••11•1 Main Beach Stand 1 . 
DrewSnith Captain 

RJJones 
Orion Gianris 
Kevin Bunce 

LucyEmptage 

Luc Cambell 
Jufta Short Ueutenant 
Thomas Staublts Ueutenant 
Ad:Jrey Peterson 
Skylar Minardi 

Goergla Plansker 

$17.50 

$17.50 

$17.00 

$19.00 

$17.00 

$20.50 Main Buch Stand 2 
$21.50 

$17.50 

$18.00 

$17.00 
WU Schlegel $17.00 

tll-•■z•::•Wll!ll!&9~Sll!Jlll&llvllhll&llill( -----■UJIW•f.l>.,_ Georglca Beach 
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.118 Weiss 

Alden Cooper 
Morgan Selgelken 
Lucy Short 

Amrew Wison Ueutenant 
Emma Silvera 
Avery Charron 

ColeShaw 
Stella Mc:Cormack 

Part lime Lifeguards 

James Minard Lieutenant 

Matthew Kalbact Ueutenant 

Thomes Stautits Lieutenant 
Substitute Ufaguards 

Spencer Schnelder 

Matthew Nortdun 

Thomas Cooper 

James Amsden 

AubreyTulp 

Nc::holas MIiier 

Ethan Dayton 
Zach Dayton 

Ryan Bums 

James Petrie 
BeachStaff 

JPAmaden• 

Eve Hadzikostaa 

Jack Cooper 

Nid(Cooper 

Charle Colwin 

Somers Harvey 

Uan1Folkes 

Ava Sa1do 

Leah Fromm 

Alty Schaefer 

L.uk8 Tarbet 
Mason Bents 
Katherine Kuneth 

Amanda staris 

Lot Attendant 

Malntanance 

Ken Hallock 
Donnely McGOVt T~ck 

JamesDiRico 
· Greg Engstrom Rake 

Mlchael Vecdo 
Alexis Hema~ PM Truck 

New Hre PM Truck 

$18.00 

$17.50 

$17.50 

$17.50 

$20.50 Two Mle Hollow Beach 

$17.50 

$17.00 

S17.50 
$17.00 

$23.00 

$22.50 

$21.50 

$21.50 

$18.50 

$22.50 

$22.50 

$17.50 

$18.50 

$18.50 

S18.50 

$18.50 

$18.50 

$13.00 -Turning 16 in July. 

$13.00 taking Ocean test 
$12.50 Salary adjustment then 

$12.50 

$12.50 

$12.50 

$12.50 

$12.00 

$12.00 

$12.00 

$12.50 

$12.50 

$12.00 

$17.50 

$27.50 

$25.50 

$28.00 

$23.00 
$20.50 
$25.50 

$25.00 
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Deputy Clerk Lester: #30; Adopt Resolution #30-2021, to approve the contract extension with Fundamental 
Business Service Inc. to provide professional services for fine and penalty collections for the town and village 
for a period of one year effective from May 31, 2021 through May 31, 2022. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. 
Trustee Melendez: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #31; Adopt resolution #31-2021 concerning erroneous real estate taxes for Suffolk County 
Tax Map #301-4-6-11.2 paid and refunded the amount of $4,450.50 due to CVS/Hook Mill Associates to 
representatives Koeppel Martone & Leistman, LLC. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

RESOLUTION #31- 2021 

WHEREAS, CVS/HOOK MILL ASSOCIATES, 38 Pantigo Road, East Hampton, NY 11937 owner of 
parcel known as SCTM# 301-04-06-011.2 has received a Certiorari from the Supreme Court of the 
State of New York, County of Suffolk. 

WHEREAS, such Certiorari settlement has resulted in the erroneous Real Estate Taxes being paid 
on said parcel as follows: 

2015/2016 Assessment reduced from 24,000 to 21,500 making a total of $713.00 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $28.52/100 of assessed value. 
2016/2017 Assessment reduced from 24,000 to 21,500 making a total of $719.50 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $28.78/100 of assessed value . 
2017 /2018 Assessment reduced from 24,000 to 21,500 making a total of $731.25 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $29.25/100 of assessed value. 
2018/2019 Assessment reduced from 24,000 to 21,500 making a total of $749.75 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $29.99/100 of assessed value. 
2019/2020 Assessment reduced from 24,000 to 21,500 making a total of $760.25 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $30.41/100 of assessed value. 
2020/2021 Assessment reduced from 24,000 to 21,500 making a total of $776.75 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $3 1.07 /100 of assessed value. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees of the Incorporated Village of East Hampton 
hereby authorizes and directs the Village Administrator, Marcos Baladron, to refund the total amount 
of $4,450.50 for the tax years 2015/2016 through 2020/2021 to Koeppel Martone & Leistman, L.L.C. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #32; Adopt Resolution #32-2021 concerning erroneous real estate taxes, Suffolk County 
Tax Map #301-12-4-2 .4, paid and refunded the amount of $2,736.90 to Aventine Properties LLC, as per the 
Suffolk County Small Claims Review Board. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

RESOLUTION #32 - 2021 

WHEREAS, John Calicchio, 820 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021, owner of parcel known as SCTM// 301-
12-04-002.4 has been erroneously assessed and 

WHEREAS, such erroneous assessment has resulted in erroneous Real Estate Taxes being paid on said 
parcel as follows: 

2019/2020 Assessment reduced from 51 to 42,000 making a total of $2,736.90 to be refunded 
at the tax rate of $30.41/100 of assessed value. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees of the Incorporated Village of East Hampton hereby 
authorizes and directs the Village Administrator, Marcos Baladron, to correct the assessment on said parcel 
and refund the amount of $2,736.90 to Aventine Properties LLC., as per the Suffolk County Small Claims 
Review Board. 
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Deputy Clerk Lester: #33; Adopt Resolution #33-2021 to amend the 2020-2021 budget to increase estimated 
revenue and appropriations in the amount of $310,000.00 related to additional beach parking revenue. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved. 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. I know it's a lot June, we're almost done. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: That's all right, I'm getting used to it. #35; Accept 2021-2022 East Hampton Fire 
Department Officers as per recent fire department election: Gerard Turza, Jr., Chief Engineer. Duane 
Forrester, 1st Assistant Engineer. Gregory Eberhardt, 2nd Assistant Engineer and listed company officers as for 
Chief Turza's April 9th memo. 
Trustee Graham: So moved. 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye . Trustee Melendez: Aye . Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried, and congratulations to all of them and thank you so much for all the time 
they put into the fire department and serve the village very well. Thank you again. 

FIRE DEPTMENT OFFICERS FORT MAY 1, 2021 TO MAY 1, 2022 

11< ok & I .adder ', 1. :\n. I 
·ap1ai11- Edward Rc.: id l. ic.:11tc.:11a111- .-\ k :\ Vi.:rdu i.:n 

Sc.:c. / l'rc.:as. - John Tarhc.: t Sr. Coun~il Mc.:mhc.:rs- fo l111 (, c.:c.:h rent! Chris1np h1:r I latch 
l:11g i1w Co. No. 2 
( ·aptain- Midiacl RL:id I .iL·t1tc.:11a111 - Brian S1a11i :--
S1: <.: ./TrL·as. - Raymond I la nkn Coum: il \kmh~rs- K ·i th l'a, 111,: 

I h1:-.~.- C , . ""· 3 
·apt:1 i11 - Rid1ard l.u11 l.i1:utc.:11ant- l';1 it l:11 ;\ h.: .-\ 11l ilf1." 

SL·u Trc.:as. - .I se ph Y ur l-.c ,, it d 1 Cnum: il ;\ km her-., - I )udk , I la, c::. Ja.: k l-: 11 '._' c.: lha rdt 
F11g i11 c.: Co. ~o. -t 
C:1ptai 11- Carl os l'a1.":n1 r l. ic.:11tc.:11a111- \l i~ h:.h:I C1>lu:11 
S1..·1.. ./Tn:as.- Paul Ca:-.i.: in11a Cc unc il i'-, k111b ,: r~- Kc.: 1111 L· th l .ockarcl .l, ,pc.:1 lkna_jpa n 
Engine.: Co. No .. -
Captain- Michad lkLaliu I .ic.:utc.:nanl- M allhl."w ~-lacf>l11.:rs1)11 
Sc.:1..·.ffrcas .- ti.:v1..·11 ( iriniths Coum: il ~•h:111hn,- Fra111:is \ ·h 11 Shc.:rr i II I ) ;I\ tun 
Fire: Polkc.: ' >. No.6 
Capta in- \Valh:r \\'i n h 
Sl'1: .,r r r1..·as.- Joan fa ·nh:-. 
I k a,: lk ·1:11 1..' Cu. :"\n. 7 
l '1 I .icuh.: nant- ld, l\·ri nhas 

I' Li cu11:11a111- P ·11.:r C1 llJ) ·r 2"J l. iC'ul1..·11a 111 - \\ ' ii I iam i\ 1011 
Coun ·ii i\ km! ·r~- Ecl111 l>1HI C11 ll 11 111 ·11tu111 ,h (' H'I .: r 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #36; Approve status change for Fire Dept. Co.# 2 member John Kronuch from active 
member to inactive exempt effective retroactively to December 27, 2020 as per Chief Turza's April 9th memo. 

Trustee Graham: So moved 
Trustee Melendez: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye . 

Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

J. Lester: #37; Approve status change for Fire Dept. Co.# 5 member Garrett Rack to inactive exempt effective 
retroactively to November 16, 2020 as per chiefTurza's June 16th memo. 

Trustee Graham: So moved 
Trustee Minardi: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 

Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #38; Adopt Resolution #34-2021 to approve the $4,402.25 payout to village attorney 
Elizabeth Baldwin for accumulated time as per April 9th memo from Marcus Baladr6n. 
Trustee Brown : So moved 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
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Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. 

Trustee Graham: When are we going out to dinner, Beth? 

Mayor Larsen: Well she's got cash now, she can take us all out. 

E. Baldwin: I'm ready when you are. 

Mayor Larsen: Again Beth, I know it's your last day so, thank you so much for everything you've done for us. 

E. Baldwin: Thank you, I really appreciate it and I've really enjoyed working for this board. And I wish you the 
best of luck, I think you'll do some great things for the village. 

Mayor Larsen: Oh, thank you very much. 

M. Baladr6n: And I just want to thank Beth because, when she first told me about her going back to the 
private sector, she was really kind enough to kind of carry this through. The paid parking was her ... I don't 
know if she wanted it to be with all the edits and corrections but ... I do want to thank you Beth, because you 
know, you did a ton of work on it. 

E. Baldwin: Thank you. 

Mayor Larsen: And as of yesterday we were still looking at the possibility of keeping you on this so ... 

E. Baldwin: I was like, "No." 

Mayor Larsen: It's crazy, but it's all done and thanks again. 

E. Baldwin: Thank you. 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #39; Employ Armann Gretarsson, sorry if I said that wrong, ... and John Clark as full-time 
police officers effective May 1, 2021 at a starting salary of $57,879.62 as per Chief Tracey's April 13th memo. 
Trustee Brown: So moved. Congratulations. 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. Congratulations .... You know it's sad that we have to do it this way, we 
usually do a much more ceremonial event. And .. . You know, it's too bad we can't .. . families miss out, the 
officers miss out and ... But, we're glad to have them on board and thanks chief for the recommendation and ... 
Should be fully staffed now. 

Trustee Graham: Mr. Mayor, maybe we can have a more formal family type ceremony once we get back into 
in person meetings, so the families can be present. 

Mayor Larsen: I agree Tiger, that'd be a really nice thing to do. Last resolution . 

Deputy Clerk Lester: #40; Approve sale of surplus 2013 Ford ambulance (9-1-16), vin # 1FDXE4FS8DDA43964, 
deemed surplus and approved for sale by online auction on March 4th $20,700. to New Jersey Mobile 
Healthcare. 
Trustee Melendez: So moved 
Trustee Graham: Second. 
Mayor Larsen: All in favor? 
Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Passed and carried. Thanks Chief Charde for getting that done. That's a big help. All right, so 
now we're going to go into our next meeting, executive session. And we have to discuss personnel, and if 
there's anything to talk about after that, I'll notify the media. Can I get a motion to close this meeting and go 
into executive session? 

Trustee Minardi: Wait, Jerry, one quick thing. Everyone here does a great job, but I would like to say 
Congratulations to the Fire Chief. He's had ... It's been a really busy week and a busy month in the fire 
department, and that's a volunteer job . ... I know we all know that, but I don't know the public realizes that 
that's a full -time job for him and he's coming back from another term. So, you're doing a great job Chief, I'm 
happy that you're coming back and keep it up. 

Gerard Turza Jr. : Thank you very much sir. 

Mayor Larsen: Nicely said. All right, can we get a motion? 
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Trustee Minardi: Aye. Trustee Melendez: Aye. Trustee Graham: Aye. Trustee Brown: Aye. 
Mayor Larsen: Okay, the meeting is closed. 

The meeting was adjourned at 1:08 p.m. 
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INTRODUCTORY #3-2021 (AMENDMENT TO CH.267, PAID PARKING) PUBLIC COMMENTS FOLLOW 

--

Notice for Introductory #3-2021 continued on next page 
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PUBLIC RESPONSE TO INTRODUCTORY #3-2021: 

From: Suzanne Sylvor ••••••••> 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 9:21 AM 
To: Peter Van Scoyoc <PVanScoyoc@EHamptonNV.Gov> 
Subject: Village parking 

Good Morning, 

I've just read, in the Star, about the parking fee. 
Can you please explain why EH Town residents are not granted the same parking rights as the village residents. 
I do understand we're not part of the village but that village is OUR village. 
We're not from out of town. 
I find this most disturbing. 
Please fight for our rights. 
Thank you. 

Suzanne Sylvor 
60 Sandra Road 

TOWN OF EAST HAMPTON 

KATHJ~F. JIURKE-GONZAl,EZ 
Deputy Supervisor 

February 8, 2021 

Mayor Jerry L1rsen 
Village Board ofTnrs1ccs 
East J-lamplon Village Hall 
86 Main Street 
East Hampton, NY 11937 

159 P11111igo Road 
East H:1111pton, New York 11937 

Tel: (631) 324-3187 
kburkc-go1nale7.@ch11mptonny.gov 

RE: Pro1>0sed Village Parking Restrictions 

Dear Mayor Larsen ,md members of lhc Village Doard ofTrnslccs: 

Al the Junuary 26, 2021 meeting of 1he Springs Citizens Advisory Commince ("CAC"), the CAC 
discussed at length the Village's proposed parking plan. Following the discussion, the Springs 
CAC passed the following resolution unanimously. 

The resolution reads: 

"The Springs CAC objects lo lhe recent Village proposal 10 impose a parking 
fee on East Hampton residents not living within the confine.~ of the Village. 
As this fee puts an undue burden on Springs residents who have loyally 
supported Village businesses. ll is quite possible that the Springs community 
will choose to do their shopping elsewhere in response 10 this discriminatory fee." 

The Springs CAC trusts that you will take their position into consideration as you linalize your 
plnns. 
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from: Jo,•cc Liebe ma 
To: June Lester L'!Sttr 

Sent: ,lond~•(, Fcvru.Jry 22, 20 '2 1·,13 M 
Cc: 

e 

I ha•rc li·,cd in th town of (a•,t H~mpl n for over 2 1•;,., r~ 
~ rk1 8 h,n been an 11,5u whether un er the fo rmer ticketin!! n ac nes . but •e was treated equa tl11. 
r,cm the proposed pa rkinil Is ~e:rep,at. lY1• v1lla,.c tax pa•1ers ancl town tax payers.. V\'hy ? 

The proposed p rking 1 !O suppos.!dl'( p;;y I ti_ sewag~ system ti · t the viii~ e cho~e not to i sta ll yt .. r'I- J!;o. r,o-n 
thr. sr: wdgt: )'{ ti:,n i~ ci: ~o ry to ,1lluw 11ddition.1I rc~liltH,.rn , ~ in the ,•ill ag ?'7 I doubt it Thi:' viii ae rr~id nu will 
prot c:~t ;ind :he n: -.1 ;,ur~nl apphc;, 110 -. will be dcfc,1 trd. 
o wh',' a chang pa rki n3? 

You will ·orce me ano ma '( ot ers, newr t;) sho p m East Hampton v llap,e. 
:.s a To,vn res,_ent. I frequent shops as m as I un. 
TI1;,t will cc,tainl•t c.hans if '(OU pla n to cha rsr me to r,,, rr.? 
Oh and by t e 1v 1•. uie you haven' t be,1n reminded ... t here Is •1e ry littl e ce ll service· 1n the v,llap;e or to·,m. app 
downlo;;d? So you ~r~ going :o 1,-kn ,111 of th t:' peo ,,., .J ren' t ab l t o O<>',mload ,1n app ?P to p.;y or th Ir 
pan:ing?? 

I It : ' tt•~re need\ to be ndditiona l studie\ on thi~ o, ct. 
Doesn' t seem • e " e ll hought out plan. 

Going 10 ~ho? · 1 S.out .:mpton o Sag I rbor. .. (: hc-·( ~re te-.: ing ~s o ~po d to~ full blown swi1r.h to p;i d pa klnf .! 

Jo•(CC Li berm;:n 

own oi East ~tamp1on, r,iy 

From: Da•r.d ~crln 
Sent: T sda•t. Februarv 23. 2021 10:19 ,\M 
To: June Le-Her <:Jlesteri;=-easthampto,willagc .ors> 
Subject: Comment for ,pco.11 board mc<'lin; tod•'( 

I 3m very conccrn('cl that '/'OU arc mak f. a ras.h de<.lsJon on ti ourch,H;; of a new pdrkif1g errlorceme!II s•11tcm. T 
•urrcn: \'(IIC'm appears to be a better product and olfers a supeiior ie ·ice th.;n t pro;io""d Motorol~ \'(Stem . C.Jpl~in 
Loni; comment!d 1h31 the lm~se~ ptrl',·r~ d bv th<' cu r~nt sv~tcm .ire ' eoomena ' . From the n~eti l'lg all i could s•ther 
w.a, tlu t !hi~ \ 'r"tcm ,,.,, ~ re;: cin;: thr cu r n: !unction.:i l S\'S em bet.Jule oft~ aesthet ill 

The ntd)•or a 11,'<l,,i: to thi, ~t the ,·illosc mcc:ting ,,, ng t s •~ about "How It looks, not how ,t func tions· . 

'Nhy would you spr, d $6 t .l8S on .-in ,nfcnor system without f irst !>?e:n;: w at t _ current •1t:n!fo, can offerr wpta in 
Lor,g has al ~;Jed'( uncovered that th~•( can ma\.e the current Yehicle mo,e pl!e~n~ o; r t re e.,-e t:·, pl.)tin.; :.omc cf :hr 
cameras and radars inside the vehltle 

fhc purchase of the proposed new s•1stem Y.?ems e•tremel\' waste ul and an · H:lf' · nt solution in a: - whcrr :h 
board maklne drast cuts In other areas or t he · :kl~e bud et \\ 

Da·,·,d Ke rin 
Village Re · en! 
100 Ncw10·,m Lane 

p•r o po 5eci 

I ;'1 ·(/rt C. 

() UJ(/'I CA 

p D. ,r /t...,A_S ,,~ e.:3 ,1 (Ct. f1 o n5 

/ c;; f :5 Lu I I I /:J L +co 

fl e u C:.tt' ('.) J qr Cd' b //1 ;f\ Mc, l-O r, 

';Jou-- c.,._.1 1I\ 3 ,i; <'.'.. 
,, (., I ci f' (., L- k!J , I 

cc., ,, s ; d e v a f, "'111 

t'U (l ,r 11-1 c. i? ,,(( 
PC; J'jo y t' / ' ( 

(4 ,u c,.3c.A,~ ·:.: c f/ /J 'I 
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From: on McCrona S4nt: V,'f!{J esda;•. March 31. 2021 9:29 PM 
To: Ma•ror La r~n <Msyor e.:i~th.:imptonvi gc.01?>; r.s Mina d <Chrls@e.ut mp onvil · ge.org>; Rol m.iry 
Brown <rbrown ;n1h;imptorw1llaec ore>; i r Gtahiim ,: ra11 m@easthllmptonvi gc:.org>; S;;,ndra I\ o n ez 

•mclendel~ as: amptorwlllaee.org>; June eJter Leste .utha.mp1ow.·i ll;ig .o g> 

Cc: •ralerle sm,th < .. ■■■111■1111■■->; Ba rb., ru Gubbi 
Subject: Feedback on Ea~t lfarnplon Vill.Jgc P;, rking PI.Jns from EH Susln sses 

Dear Mllyor .:ind V1ll;ig Soard of 1rustees, 

We MP. wrltlna to eKpress ou co ~cerM, and present our · e~s. for Vi gc P.:iriti r-s thii summ . 

We understand that from M i\' l S·St!pt 5, th current proµo~;il roriui rC"s non Viii f.P. and oYm re ents to use an 
app top '( !or up to J•hcurs of p.:ir s. ;it $2/hr. Vil e and ro,..·n res d ts must re ster the·, ve • · s 1h10 ha 
,~ biil c · ord 110 rec • fr 3-hr (VIII resld ntS) and 2-hr oarkir1g (Town r 'denu]. To•>m reiidcnt~ c.in .1 

.:in hour of p., riQng via the app. 

Our cone.em that t ne-,,1 parkln plan will rtducc the vit.:i lrt;• of l • bee (and vii ee bu ess) be<ause It will 
make vi t i the viii eh de, for: 

• V-- g and Tm-in r ~onts who arc confused bv the w rule-s 
• R • 'dcnti of nc •hbo ing I ges. like SaP, Hc11bor - there i a t of cro~s poll' at ion between the vill;r,:cs 
• Older people wt10 are nt mldated b\• t nolo v 
• Rent rs 
• Visitors 

•.Ve understand and ap-pr ... ciate the soal behind pa· ~ rk ine. ~nd hko the cotent lat o an app. but we eel ns 
slower is better . Surnmer is TIIE critical t im for ~II our bu e~es, so launchln a par ·n over ul is ju~t too rilJ:)' 
for u~. We is k that t h plan be modified: 

• 2 hr unrest t d pa ne f0< all re Ins l ce 
• Ab4 t;• to pay, via the app, for 1 extra hour so people could di /go to ;i mO'\•ic ;,nd brow~c the •,•1llar.e shol>S 
• A 1-hr ree parking zone for all clo-1e to the si ~ d•slri for p c wt-.o need •o run errands (30-S-O spots! 
• lo change to the 30 n · 1u1 ... par ·ns : om::, pt to prO'\•id signage le t,ne people l;oow which ,v. • to pa r1r: 
• A freque ll ihuttle l t run~ bet,,,. n long t e and the v1 llaf;e 
• · n\ wi:h map~ to lonl! T11rm and ;itternat rve lots 
• TCO who ar fri e ·, hep •mui raff,c flow and let vi tors -.now about the new rulei includin.g th ;ipp ;ind 

lo term p.11rkin;; 

We bellew our recommeooatlom will help l~ Vdl~ge rai:.c: additional mo 'I ;,nd ncour;ig dopt10n o the app 
without anv n a · -e eliects (in I c:t, <!opting the .:ipp b c-om a b ncfil }, Tli 1-h zone, II Cl' ate park ne ~clCP. 

for Ulose who e th • 1,ge for an crr.md, grc;it ly liclpi • our community, bu,;lnesses and e v l ge's vita I)•. It 
will ,~ create a muct,,.n ed ll n O'•' r ·n tli lot, c~ cclal ainv days. 

ocal bu5in m l raised othe s, •ltilch are listed llere. There 01 o ents ubout the TC05 
• nd t he they ;,re t f-a,c II age, yet ope1ate in a pu ,tl~e. en 3nn . Th r w~rc 
mixrd com on em yee p.a h some bu!.lneise wantil'lg en to o ~ rk for froe .ind 
others, a mp~·ees and realtors to p.ilr 1e lo term lo:. Pcrhap~ the d.1111 • er from t c app can 
help lllum,nate ow much ol an iuue t · · :i be 11', tofu I in the future . T ,e 
v,ere abo que.~1iom :ibout how m p;irking $ would cos th 

Vic liopc our concern ;:ind · eas a ewe I re<elved and appre ate the oppo t it •to~ re I ts.em . 

From: l'lonna ,lcDonald '> 

Soni: We<lnesda)•, March 3l, 202110:03 PM 
To: M y-01 Lar-se11 <11 ;syor c:a~1h~mptorw,llar,e ore>, Ro~mal)• B1own <rbrown ~c::i~th~mptorrvill c.orp; Arthur 
Gra ham <agraham@eaut mptorrvilf~e.org>; S,;indr~ Mell!ndez q elend':!z@easl mptonvil ge.org>; Jun Lcltcr 

~~~:
1
~

1
~e~~~mptorwill•se,org>; Chris r,~,11.1:~~~ l>.i:::<>e:i~~~~pton• tage.org> 1 

H loAII, 

We Just recel•red ,vord th.:it C\lq and Cornpa.~ would like 10 add t mc1 to the note 

Also, in l lt.e area o l · other Iced ck."" rccc ,"<? d comments a remo• Rt: the par t of the current propo• l that 
gll.•ti parkin,; pri• · .gcs to ~pccial groups. 
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INTRODUCTORY #4-2021 (AMENDMENT TO CH.267, BEACH PARKING, MONTHLY PERMITS) 

PUBLIC COMMENTS FOLLOW 

NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC HEARING 

NOTICE IS HEREBY 
GIVEN THAT the Board 
of 'Ilustecs of the Village 
of East Hampton will hold 
a public hearing on the 
16th day of Apri~ 2021, at 
11:00 a.m. at the Emer
gency Services Building, 
One Cedar Sueet, East 
Hampton, New York. at 
which time all persons 
interested will be heard 
with respect to "A Local 
Law amending 267-S.C., 
Vehicle and Thffic; Beach 
Puking; to make available 
for purchase monthly non
resident beach parking 
permits." 
INTRODUCTORY NO. 
04-2021 
LOCAL LAW NO. 
....J2021 
BE IT ENACTED by 
the Board of Trustee, of 
the Village of East Hamp
ton u follows: 
SECTION I. PURPOSE. 
To relieve the burden of 
the daily parking process 
by making available to 
purchase month long non
resident beach parking 
permits in a limited 
amount at fee which shall, 
from time to time, be 
faxed by resolution of the 
Boan! of Trustees. 

SECTION II. Chapter 
267 of the Code of the Vil
lage of East Hampron is 
hereby amended as fol
lows; 
deleted text is suuck
thru/brackctcd, under
lined sections & high~ 
lighted arc to be added): 
I 267-S. Vehicle and Traf
fic; Beach parking. 
•••••••• 
C. Parking Pcnnits. 
(3) The number of annual 
full season parking per• 
mies issued to individuals 
who do not qualify under 
Subsection 
C(l)(a) or (b) shall not 
exceed 3,100 permits per 
year, effective January 1, 
2017. 
(4) The number of 
monthly parking permits 
issued to individuals who 
do not qualify under Sub
section C(l)(a) or (b) shall 
not exceed: 500 permia 
for the period of May 15 
to and including June 30; 
S00 permits for the mon.th 
of July; and SOO permits 
for period of August 1 to 
and including September 
15, effective immediately. 
The monthly permit fee 
shall, from time to time, 
be faxed by resolution of 
the Board of Trustees. 

SECTION II. SEVER
ABILITY. 
If any section or subsec
tion, paragraph,· clause, 
phr:asc or provision of this 
law shall be adjudged 
invalid or held unconstitu
tional by any court of 
competent jurisdiction, 
any judgment made 
thereby shall nor affect 
the validity of this law as a 
whole or any part thereof 
o~er than the part or pro
vision so adjudged to be 
invalid or unconstirution
al. 
SECTION JII. EFFEC
TIVE DATE 
This local law shall take 
effect upon filing with the 
Secretary of Stare pur
suant to the Municipal 
Home Ruic Law. 
Dated: March 19, 2021 
BY ORDER OF THE 
BOARD OF 
TRUSTEES OF THE 
VILLAGE OF EAST 
HAMPTON 
By: Pamela J. Bennett 
Village Clerk 
38-2 

PUBLIC RESPONSE TO INTRODUCTORY #4-2021: 
(see Village Preservation Society's letter following 

Introductory# 5 below 
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INTRODUCTORY #5-2021 (AMENDMENT TO ADD CH. 275; SEASONAL OUTDOOR DINING PERMIT) 

PUBLIC COMMENTS FOLLOW 

NOTIC:R OF 

(;H 
TDfPOlli\Rr OL: 1: 
000 · >l~IN PER
M IT 

c~he.r items ~ tt.>,kcd rn 

Notice for Introductory #5-2021 continued on next page 
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East H mpt n Vi lagc T 
86 M in Street 
Ea:st H:im~ n, Y 1 937 

April 14, 20'21 

R~: Propos~J 0111door Dining Ordlnan~ 

Dc:ir M:iyor l.~n and Members of the rd: 

This oflice n:p:cs.enu tli.<: Hedges Inn. We h.a,·c ad an opportuni y to 
revi w th I I bw n:£1!.-d ' ng temporary o tdoor dining pcmtits proposed O)' :be 
Village a:1d have the following comments. 

§275-68 11'\akcs o · door dini cu.:st m:sry ·ce ry use for rcstauran~ 
and food scl'•icc ·ablishmenl$. Thi l\'c: , a lo of is!ues. lo" , r. I see a 
reference to tcn•s a §275-489. I w ndet if we can ma.kc it clear al rcSUl rant 
use 3.nd outdoor dinins does not p:- 1 "t ha\lLJ',t !pccial C\'tl'llS <>Utdoo.~ · Dd under 
lentS r.d also that the proviJion of §275-487 in no way limjts the sc.ittni c;;,padty 
for ~i• I evenl:s, 011-ldoor-s, undt1 tent.i? 

. note at wb1fo1ision 9 in lhe first sen cncc it states permits i.s.sucd 
pu.""3uanl to L~is chapter may also rcq sl permiss· on . . :· The word "rcquc..~·· 
$.hould probably be c.,a.nsed to "grant. ' I a so no c 1h4' §275-) i..s tit led '"Pcm1j1 
Requi.red" and §275-9 is also tit ed "Pcrmi Req11ircd ." Thi:s sh uld • by be 
amcrx!cd. 

We prop e adding the recogni · on of a bar and rt$.llurunt occ; ory to 
a.'l lM. This can be acc-0mp.i5chcd by addin I n:gua c I §27S-{i(8). 

We propooe that IMr,u11sc: · e isdded cl:1:if)·i that tbc Ir .. '\ will be eligible 
fo: ill c.isl 21 d.iy of tcntod events 111c :sll su:-rounding p.-opcrtics. 

Thank )'¢U f o: your 0011$i~tfon. 

Vay truly yo 

p~ 
Cbrutop e.r Kcl ey 

CK/gg 

cc: Plltrick Egbert 

APRIL 16, 2021 
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13April 2021 

East Hampton Village Board 
V 1lla90 H.-U 
86 Main St 
East Hampton, NY 11 937 

Re: lmroductory #5--2021 - Ou1door Dinir.g, and 
Introductory #4-2021 - Monthly Beach Panting 

Dear May-0r Larsen and Vdlage lrustees. 

Please read the fofo1Mg comments reiarding the identified p\.cblic 
hea ·ngs to~ he this Friday, April 16 . into the record on beha f of 
the V,llage Pro crvation Sociely of East Hamp:o . 

1 Common:s on fNTRODUCTS)RY #05-2021 Outdoor Dining 

During the pandemic. we were genera supportioJe of ltftm9 
reg tlons to ~ r · local restaurants in the Commerdal Core to otter 
outdcor dining, to address the necessary protocols to suppress · us 
transmission and to support these bus· esscs during tho health crisis. 
It seems tha~ relaxing these llmit.s In the Commerdal Core ha.s been 
beneficial and it makes sense that tr -.e Board may wtSh to eJCtcnd these 
further for this summer season. 

HO'lveoJer. we ask \/Cry specifblly that 1s regu,.ation be applied to 
properties .only wltflin __ ~m•rc al Cont, a descr iptor presently 
absent from the proposed legislation The section on 'Tents' leads o 
to belie-.•e thal a loose · terpreta:io of this law would mean that 
outdoor din·rlQ at pr xi$!ing nonconfOl'mmg uses in the Historic Main 
Street Residential Dis s aro to be eluded int iS regulation. wh·ch 
we strongly oppose. 

Please hold this heari ,g open and make that amendment. 

2-.. INTRO UC TORY #4-2021 - Monlhly Bea~ Parking 

East Hampto,i"s v ,nago beaches are among the most beautifo.JI in the 
world and wee oy sharing them with oJisitors . Howe•,or. not to the 
cetrimen: of V lage residents who need access to park ng on 
weekends. Th' proposed regulation provides 500 moro parking 
paSSGs per month °' period as defined. that may be an attractive 
revenue source. it just presents ano!her obstacle fOl" V age residents 
looking tor a parking place on a weekend 

Wo recommend that before adopting this legisla ·on the Board sho 
p rform an inventory of present ,M) \able parking spaces; numbers of 
aMual pe, ts is.suro; and daily permits scid to estimate whether the 
need ,s grester than tho asset and then pu~ue appropriate mitigati 
PrOVlding this data that ·,,wld anchor this proposal in r@a1ity, 
demonstrating need, ra ther than speculabOn. ti thcro seems to be 
enough pa.King for evet)'ono, then perhaps this proposal"' · work. but 
that d.lta is unava ble. Please hold this hea ·ng open u I this 
informat ion can be provided. 

Thank y<XJ . 

Sincerety, 

~➔ 
Kathleen Cunn nghnm 
Executive Director 

APRIL 16, 2021 
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INTRODUCTORY #6-2021 (AMENDMENTS TO CH. 77; BEACHES &CH. 211; PEACE AND GOOD ORDER) 

PUBLIC COMMENTS FOLLOW 

APRIL 16, 2021 



Jerry Larsen 
Mayor, East Hampton Village 

Chris Minardi 
Deputy Mayor, East Hampton Village 

Arthur Graham 
Rosemary Brown 
Sandra M elendez 
Vi ll age Trus tees 

Dear Sirs and M adams, 
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I.ea Ward & Age Hollander 

29 Lily Pond Lane 
East Hampton, NY 11937 

Al{c .hol1!_nder gmail .co 
LwJrd 35(@me.co, 

April 12, 202 1 

First off, we hope you, your fa mily and friends arc all well in this difficult ti me, and \ 'IC thank 
you all for your scrJicc to the village . 

We read recen tly in the East Hampton Star of the Vrllagc·s plans to remove the cu rrent laws 
prohibit ine smoking Jnd drinking on Vi lla1{ beaches. Inst ad, the proposed plan would be 
to allow smoking 300 feet from the entrance (simi lar to the unleashed dog requirement) 
and more than 20 feet fr om another person, and drinkine any t ime ou tside of 9 to 5, w ith 
one gallon of liquor allowed. 

We would like to add our input for the publ ic hearing on Apri l 16 vi:i thi~ letter . 

We have lived on the beach next to Main Beach for more than 20 years (since 2001), and as 
such have a good vi ew on what goes on in the summers, and the chances in usage of the 
beach that have happened over time (mostly good ' ). Given th is experie nce, we would 
encourage the village to keep the existing bans on smokinr, and drinking at the beach. Th is 
is for the followinB rea sons: 

SMOKING 
Allowing smoking will litter the beaches with cigarette butts beyond the 300 feet mark, 
disturb non-smoking beach goers, and contribute to second-hand smoke health hazard . 
This is fo r 3 reasons: 

• It is impossible to enforce that people pick up their butts - If smokers arc free to walk 
to the end of the beach 300 feet .w,,,)y or to settle down ;i t the 300 foo t mark and have 
a cigarette, the ch ances arc extremely hich that t hey wi ll also bury their bu tt in the sand 
there, as no one c. n contro l wheth r or not they take their bull with them. This is of 
course terribl e for the beaches. 

We see this already all the time with cookouts - while there is a law that you have to 
clean up your embers. few do (because they think burying it in sand ts enough, and 
because the poltce aren't there to control every instance). Instead, they leave them In 
the sand, lightly covered, and even uncovered {we clean these up all the time). We also 
see this same behavior with dogs: almost no one with a dog waits until the 300 foot 
mark to unleash their dog (unless the lifeguard drives by). 

• The Village Is creating a second-hand smoke hazard, given that t.oday the 300-foot 
mart< Is well within the •general public usage• arH for the beach • Over the last ten 
summers, we've seen usage on weekends, and on August weekdays increase 
significantly (whkh Is wonderful of course that so many people enjoy the beautiful 
beaches). However, where beach-going crowds once ended more or less at the 300 foot 
line, now we see on summer weekends and most days in August that they extend well 
beyond that to about the 450 foot mark (the beach In front of the Stark residence). This 
is absolutely true for the "after hours" period from Spm - sunset and through the 
evening hours. With the upcoming summer anticipated to be one of the most crowded 
ever, this trend will only continue. This means that by allowing smoking from 300 feet, 
the Village allows smoking in a heavily trafficked area, where children see it (bad 
example) and everyone can Inhale it. Is that what we want? 

• The Village wlll in effect be asking non-smokers to relocate to enjoy a smok•frN day 
Today, people do smoke at the beach in front of our house (again, since It's out of sight 
of the lifeguards, people do as they like) and we can attest that 20 feet is not a 
meaningful distance to separate a smoker from a non-smoker on the beach. We know 
from first-hand experience how far cigarette smoke carries - with the winds you have 
to move at least 50-75 feet (and then In a strategically placed spot considering the 
wind) if you want to get out of the "smell line" of cigarettes. Given that there are many 
more non-smokers than smok~s on the beach, why give the right to the small minority 
to smoke, meaning that the majority of non-smokers have to move in order to enjoy a 
smoke-free day at the beach? 

Continued on next page 

APRIL 16, 2021 
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DRINKING 
Allowlna drinking on the beach wll encoura1• more Informal 1roups to use the beach for 
parties, which In tum Increases litter, noise and abuse of the beach -we're not opposed 
to allowing a casual beer on the beach (which by the way happens all the time anywayll), 
but we are very wary of legally allowing up to a gallon of alcohol consumption for a group 
(that's a LOTI). We've seen the Increase in informal cookouts that leave lots of garbage, and 
embers on the beach and that disturb the peace into the night over the last years (and last 
summer especially). Formally allowing alcohol will only encourage this even further. 

Thank you for your consideration of our viewpoint, and always happy to talk (other) Ideas or 
to call In on Friday if needed. 

Kind regards, 
lea&Aae 

From: Elizabeth Botvin 
Subject: Village Beaches 

Sent: Thursday, April 1, 202112:07 PM 

Dear Trustees. 

With the recent legalization of marijuana, I am concerned about the use of marijuana in the Town and Village 
of East Hampton and on the beaches. I have resided in East Hampton for 39 summers, and have rarely been 
bothered with pot smoking in the Village, Town, or on the beaches. I know that the beaches are non-smoking 
but I would like to see the existing ban on smoking extended to marijuana use with the necessary changes 
made to the existing signage. Thank you. 

Sincerely, Elizabeth M. Botvin, 65 Bull Path 

P.O. Sox 7073 

Amagansett, NY 11930 

April 13, 2021 

Honorable Jerry Larsen 

Trustees 
or the Freeholders and Commonalty of the 

Town of East Hampton 

Board ofTrnstces of the Village of East Hampton 
86 Main Street 
East Hampton, NY 11937 

Re: East Hampton Village Introductory #6-2021 

Dear Mayor Larsen and Board ofTrustecs of the Village of East Hampton, 

631-267-8688 

trusteo,s@ehamp\Qnrw.RO'' 

www.eht rustees.com 

At the regular meeting of our Board last night, April 12, 2021, the East Hampton Town Trustees voted 
unanimously to support the proposed amendments to the Code of the Village of East Hampton, Chapter 
77 Beaches, which addressed issues concerning alcohol consumption on the beaches and Chapter 211 
Peace and Good Order to address issues of smoking on the beach. 

Therefore, let it be known the East Hampton Town Trustees arc in agreement with the proposed 
amendments and support the code change. 

We look forw;:lfcf'our continued partnership with the Tmstecs of the Village of East Hampton. 

Sfomely, . · / 

JG/af 

APRIL 16, 2021 
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INTRODUCTORY #7-2021 (AMENDMENTS TO CH. 68; ANIMALS) 

(no public comments were submitted) 

1 • 

Fr n : 

l t: . 

NOTICEOF 
PUBLICHBARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY 
GIVEN THAT the: Board 
of 'llustecs of the Village 
of Ease Hampton will hold 
a public hearing on the 
16th day of April, 2021, at 
11:00 11.m. at the Emer
gency Services Building. 
One Cedar Street, Eut 
Hampton, New York, or 
via video conferencing. if 
necessary, 11 which time 
all penons interested will 
be heard with respect to 
0A Local Law ■mending 
Chapter 68 (AnirNls) to 
require dog owners to 
clean up atter their dogs•. 
INTRODUCTORY - 7 -
2021 
LOCAL LAW NO. 
_JZOZI 
A Local Law amending 
Ouipter 68 (Anirnab) to 
require dog owners to 
dean up after their dogs. 

an 

l 

A1; il I • p :, 

111oh~ icn r ·mi• : 

Gu 

L rni:r-n ' 

Si ns. 

BE IT ENACTED by 
the Board of Tnmces of 
the Vdbgc of East Hamp
ion IS follows: 
SECTION I. Lcgi,lative 
Intent. The Village Board 
of 'llusccc, seeks tO pre
vent the public welfare 
issues that stem from irre
spons101e aog owners that 
do not pick-up ofter their 
dugs on private roads or 
suects, public roads, 
suects, sidewalks, public 
propercies or private prop
erties without the pennis
sion of the property 
owner. 
SECTION II. Chapter 
68 of the Code of the Vil
lage of East Hampton is 
hereby amended IS fol
lows (underlined material 
is added: language that is 
struck-through is delet
ed): 
Chapter68 
ANIMALS 

AlfflCl,E I 
Dog Control 
••••••• 
§ 68-Z. Prohibited ■cu. 

C. It sh:ill be unlawful for 
any person owning. har
boring or p°"5CSsing any 
animal to: 
(I) Fail to provide proper 
shelter for such animal. 
(Z) Cause or permit such 
animal to enter onto any 
Village-owned property 
where it is posted that 
such entry is p_rohibited: 
provided, however, that 
the presence of an animal 
on a beach, u dermed in 
Chapter 77, Art. I, of the: 
Village Code, shall be reg
ulued u provided for in 
said Chap1er 77, An. I, of 
the Village Code. 

DEPARTMENT REPORTS 

p 

021 

,~ P rlorm d: J "J/'/ 

pda o?d C 

Stop \ 1 (Jr' Ord ,.: 

APRIL 16, 2021 

(J) An)· person owning. 
harboring. walking or in 
custody of a dott that defe
cates on I private road or 
suecr, a public road, 
streer, sidewalk, . public 
property or private prop
erty without the pemm• 
sion .of the property 
owner, shall be responsi
ble for cleaning up such 
wa,ce immediately. 
(J) (4) Violate. or to allow 
or permit such animal 10 

be in violation of, any sec• 
rion of this chapter. 
SECTION II. SEVER
ABILITY. 
If mny section or subsec
tion, paragraph, clause, 
phrase or provision of this 
law shall be adjudged 
in~lid or held unconstitu• 
1ional by any court of 
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VILLAGE OF EAST HAMPTON 
l>f.1' RT~tE:-oi;T OP P RLIC WORKS 
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POLICE ACTIVITY REPORT, MICHAEL J. TRACEY, CHIEF OF POLICE 

UNJlQRM POOIIQN .\CJIYITT BEPQRI £08 MARCH HU 
(Co,do OJO -69JJ 
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